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REPORT OF IiNTERVIEl<

On September 11, 1978, Norman Moseley, Director, Division of Operating
Reactor Inspections, Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE), was
interviewed by Roger A. Fortuna and Milliam Foster, Office of Inspector
and Auditor. Nr. Moseley was advised of the nature of the inquiry and
that the results of the inquiry would be made public.

Moseley stated that prior to his present position he served as Director
of IE's Region II office until about August 1977. Moseley said that
Region II inspectors testifying at licensing proceedings during the

'eriodhe was Director were to present Region II's position. He elaborated : .

by explaining such a position was to be based on and drawn from the
input of all cognizant Region II personnel.. Moseley advised that this
practice was followed because generally, many Region II personnel would
provide information for hearing testimony.

Moseley could not recall any inspector having a dissenting opinion
regarding proposed hearing testimony during his tenure as Region II
Director, He added that the responsible official for preparing testimony
would work out any differing opinions with the inspectors before a final
draft was prepared.

Noseley was asked to comment on Hugh Dance's response to Dr . J. Venn Leed's
question during the Shearon Harris Construction Permit (CP) proceeding.
Moseley stated he was "not surprised he (Dance) said it," based on the
Region II (and NRC) informal policy in presenting differing staff views.
He added that it was his opinion that Dance's answer, if made today,
would be improper because of the agency position on dissent.

Moseley said that the Region II procedures for internal review of proposed
hearing testimony was informal. Generally, the cognizant Branch Chief,
after discussions with the staff attorney, would assign a senior inspector
to coordinate input from all involved regional personnel. Unless a
problem existed, testimony was normally not reviewed above the Branch
Chief level.

Noseley stated he had reviewed Floyd Cantrell's notes and the Shearon Harris
testimony. Based on this review, Moseley did not see any significant
difference between the two. He added that with respect to item 81 in
the April 18, 1978 letter to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
(ASLB), IE based determinations with respect to FSAR and technical
specification qualifications on stated criteria not implications.



Norman Moseley

Moseley advised that considering Cantrell was on vacation when the
testimony was being prepared, it was Dance's prerogative to present
Cantrell's conclusions as he (Dance) saw fit, as well as determining if
such information should be passed on to his (Dance's) Branch Chief.

Moseley said that a strained relationship possibly existed between some
of the Region II line inspectors and Cay olina Power and Light (CP8L)
management and personnel. For example, Moseley advised that it irritated
CP8L when Cantrell would frequently cite them for having doors open. On
the other hand, it aggravated Cantrell when he would constantly be
patted down on plant inspections and the accompanying CP8L official
would not be. He added, however, such pat downs were within CP8L's
rights. Moseley stated that overall, Region II's relationship with CP8L
was not significantly different from the Region's relationship with any
other utility. Moseley did state that Region II personnel did have a
problem with Buz Bessak, former CP8L Manager for Operations. Moseley
said that Bessak, an abrasive individual, believed Region II was arbitrarily
and capriciously enforcing NRC regulations.

Moseley said that the ASLB's question with respect to CP8L's past
operating experience had been asked before at CP hearings, but added
that such a question had little relevance since a plant did not generally
begin operations for another eight years.



REPORT OF INTERVIEW

On September ll, 1978, Robert C. Paulus, Senior Program Specialist,
Executive Office for Operations Support, Office of Inspection and Enforcement,
(IE), was interviewed by Roger A. Fortuna and William Foster, Office of
Inspector and Auditor.

Mr. Paulus advised that on January 18, '1978, Congressman Dingell wrote
Chairman Hendrie requesting applicable Nuclear Regulatory Comnission
(NRC), rules and regulations concerning procedures for presenting differing
staff opinions (see Attachment I). IE, in a memorandum from Ernst Volgenau,
former IE Director, to Edson Case, Acting Director, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation (NRR), responded to Dingell's request on January 31, 197&
(see Attachment II). Paulus s.ates NRR and specifically Harold R. Denton,
coordinated the NRC response. NRC responded to Dingell on February 15, 1978
(see Attachment III). According to Paulus, Dingell was not satisfied
with the NRC response and by letter to Chairman Hendrie,dated February 27, 1978
(see Attachment IV) requested that NRC rereview its policies with respect
to staff disclosure of relevant information to appropriate Commission
bodies.

f

Paulus stated that by memorandum dated March 13, 1978 (see Attachment
V), Lee V. Gossick directed IE (and other NRC offices) on how to solicit
staff input to answer Oingell's second request. Edward L. Jordan,
Executive Director for Operations Support, IE, directed IE Regional
Directors to supply such information by memorandum dated March 14, I979
(see Attachment VI). Paulus stated that Volgenau responded to Case by
memorandum dated March 24, 1978 (see Attachment VII). He added this
memorandum contained a summary of the Shearon Harris Construction Permit
(CP) hearing matter.

Paulus stated Dance was fully justified in not presenting Cantrell's
views to the ASLB when Dr. J. Venn Leed's question was asked. He added
Cantrell's views were only based on his experience at Brunswick, while
Dance had a better overall knowledge of CP8L's capabilities, based on
his own background and the input from other cognizant Region II inspectors.
Paulus was unaware of any IE procedures requiring the presentation of
dissenting views at licensing proceedings. He added that the testifying
inspector states the Regional position during such proceedings. Paulus
advised that inspectors'estimony is generally only reviewed through
the Branch Chief level. He added, that in the Shearon Harris case, the
testimony may have gone to a higher level had Cantrell been in the
office and forced the issue.

Paulus advised that CPSL management had a "ha. d line" attitude when it
came to the operations of their plants and felt it was their prerogative



Robert C. Paulus

to determine how things wer e to be done. Consequently, according to
Paulus, CP&L often gave the line inspectors a "hard time."

Paulus advised that'i'ven today's environment,. Oance would probably have
presented his conclusion to the ASLB and then advised the Board of
Cantrell's differing views. He added, however, that he had been told by
Jordan that nothing in Chairman Hendrie's latest policy on dissent would
have required Oance to do so.

Attachments:
As stated
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i"iii'iORAi)DUNFOR: Edson G. Case, Acting Director
.. Office of Huclear Reactor Regulation,...

FROti:

SU3JECT:

Ernst Volgenau. Director
Office of Inspection and Enforcef"ent

LETTER FROM COHGRESSPAW DIHGELL - QAi'iUARY 18> 1 70

In response to the subject letter which requests information concerning
failure of the staff since adoption of the "presently operatina rules"
(October 25, 1977) to prompt'ty and effectively notify the Coamission,
the Licensing l3oard and the ACRS of all relevant inforration and of
any dissention of individual staff members from the position taken by
the staff, the IE Headquarters Divisions and the Regional Offices have
been canvassed for any information that may be pertinent to Congressman
Dingell's request.

Prior to the issuance of the "presently operating rules" (Informing
Licensing Boards of l)ew Infomiation, dated October 25; 1977 - tiUREG-0370),
b>e enclosed memoranda delineates actions taken by IE, emphasizing
feedback and protection of the public and also responses rom the
Regional Offices and the Headquarters Divisions corcerning dissenting
staff views ~

Responses from the Headquarters Division Directors and the Regional
Directors for any instances «here information, studies, data or in-
dividual staff members disagree with staff positions, indicate that
there have been no situations falling in these categories since the
existence of the "presently operating rules" which were circulated
to the IE staff by menerandum dated tiover@er 3, 1977.

Ernst Volgenau
Director
Office of Inspection

and Enforcement

Enclosures:
As stated

XOOS XOOS IE:OD IE:DIR

7lGrockett:kbj .ELJordan 4 JGDavis EVolgenau

1/3'i/7Q 1/ /78 1/ /7Q 1/ /7B Attachment II



UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, O. C. 20555

OFFICE OF THE
CHAIRMAN

FEB 15 I97I".

The Honorable John Dingell, Chairman
Subcorrmittee on Energy and Power
Comnittee on Xnterstate and Foreign Comnerce
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

I am pleased to respond to your January 18 and January 24, 1978 letters
regarding NRC staff notification of the Corrmission, the Licensing Boards
and Appeal Boards and of the ACRS of information which could affect the
outcome of issues under consideration in the Comrrission's licensing
proceedings. I can assure you that this subject has received considerable
attention by the Comrrission, the Licensing Board Panel, the Appeal Panel,
the ACRS, and the staff itself over the last several months, particularly
since the October 13, 1977 hearing before the Senate Subcommittee on
Nuclear Regulation on the North Anna fault.

On October 19, 1977, the Comrission received a detailed briefing by the
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation on its current practice relating
to Board notification (informally in use since late 1973, and formally
established by written procedure in late 1976), along with a proposal
then under staff consideration for a revised and more comprehensive
procedure. The NRR staff suggested at the briefing, and the Corrmission
agreed, that a staff study should be undertaken, of the current NRR

practice and the proposed revisions. Explicit in that direction was
identification and correction of any existing problems with the present
practice, and the development of the resultant policy as an agency-wide
practice. Zn the interim, NRR was instructed to continue the current
practice.

Pending development and approval of new procedures, NRC's Executive
Director for Operations, on October 25, 1977, sent instructions to the
NRC Office Directors, which included my testimony and that of the
Executive Director at the October 13 hearing, on the staff responsibility
to inform Licensing Boards about relevant and material information that
becomes available during the course of the staff licensing reviews. The
Office Directors, in turn, reminded their respective staffs af this

~ responsibility.

Attachment III
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" ',the Honorable John Dingell. -2-

~ ~

~ ~

The Acting Director of the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR),
in addition to outlining current NRC policy and staff responsibility
in this matter and providing copies of the October 13 testimony, requested
the NRR staff to "search their memory and files .to recall any other
instance where there might be an appearance of withholding or proposing
to withhold information from the boards." This request was contained
in NUREG&370 (See Enclosure 1) referred to in your January 24 letter.
Although some NRR supervisors requested all staff members under their
supervision to provide signed replies to the request, staff members
were not advised that disciplinary actions would or would not result
from their response because no disciplinary action was ever contemplated
against any staff member based on his or her responsiveness to the NUREG-0370
request.

~ Enclosure 1 also contains all of the responses to NUREG-0370 provided
by NRR Division Directors to the Acting Director of NRR. After an
initial review by the Acting Director NRR and the Chief Hearing Counsel,
Office of the Executive Legal Director (ELD), that indicated, in their.
judgment, that none of the NRR staff responses included significant
matters that had not been reported to existing Boards, a small group
of senior staff from each of these offices was appointed to review the
responses in more detail. Although that group has not yet completed
its review, they have reached a preliminary conclusion .that only three
of the matters identified are of the kind that are potentially reportable
to existing Boards under current practice. These matters are (1) the
effect of rod bow on departure from nucleate boiling; (2) reactor
vessel upper plenum pressure gradient (See Rosztoczy to Ross memorandum
of November 4, 1977, included in Enclosure 1); and (3) accident meteor-
ology for coastal sites (See discussion of Jamesport in the enclosure
to the Hulman to Denton memorandum of November 8, 1977, also included
in Enclosure 1).

The Executive Director's October 25 memorandum is the most recent direction
to the staff in this matter. It supplements the directions given to the
staff by the Appeal Board in its decisions in HcGuire (September 6, 1973)
and Vo9tle (September 24, 1975), and by the Comnission in North Anna
(November 12, 1976). Currently, there are no rules or regulatrons on
this subject; however, when new agencymide procedures have been developed,
consideration will be given to codifying them into the regulations.

On January 24, 1978, the Commission, in public session, reviewed the
staff proposal for establishing an agency-vide policy on Board notification,
developed in response to the earlier briefing. The proposed policy would
involve all NRC offices, and appropriate notification would be to the
Licensing Boards, the Appeal Board, and the Commission itself during
the periods of their respective reviews. Based on this briefing it is

9



The Honorable John Dingell

evident to me and to my fellow Commissioners that the staff, the ACRS
Office, the Licensing Board Panel Chairman, and the Appeal Panel Chairman
have all given considerable thought to this matter.

Ne also believe it to be important that the revised agency-wide practice
for Board notification be one that is responsive to the Boards'verall
needs and responsibilities. To this end, we requested the Board Panel

.Chairmen, along with the staff, to reconsider the proposed policy and
procedures to assure that information appropriate for Board notification
is defined therein as precisely as possible, especially from the

Boards'iewpoint.Nhen this reconsideration is complete, the Corrmission will
consider the matter further and the resulting policy and procedures will
be put into effect.

I would like to add my clear impression from the January 24 meeting that
the Licensing Boards and the Appeal Board, as well as the staff, believe
that the present NRR practice, over the last few years, has been working
reasonably well, particularly for externally~enerated information. I
also believe that recent events have served to heighten the sensitivity
of NRC staff members to their resoonsibility for Board notifications.It is apparent to me that the present staff practice is evolving to the
point where more and more routine information available to the agency
is being evaluated with a view to making appropriate Board notification
decisions. Thus, I am reasonably confident that Boards are now being
and will continue to be advised of new information generated external
to NRC that is relevant and material to their proceedings in as prompt
a manner as possible. However, I am not as confident at this time that
all appropriate information generated within NRC, that could be considered
as relevant and material, is being promptly provided to the Boards. I
make this distinction because, while it is relatively sirple to identify
and disclose externally-generated information promptly by providing it
to the Boards with a staff evaluation to follow, it is not so straight-
forward.to do so for internally-generated .information. Some staff evaluation
of information in this latter category must be undertaken to determine
whether such information is relevant and material and, therefore, should
be provided to the Boards. For this reason, there may be problems in
irrplementation for internall~enerated information because of the dif-
ficulty of developing specific decision criteria that can be applied to
such a determination. In part, it seems to me, that this problem applies
to the question of notifying Boards of information or studies which disagree
with the staff's reconxnendations, in which your January 18 letter indicated
you are particularly interested.

For these reasons and in response to the specific request of your letter
of January 18, a survey was carried out within NRR to identify any infor-
mation or studies which disagreed with the staff's recommendations and that
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had not been provided to Licensing Boards, Appeal Boards, Commission
or ACRS subsequent to the issuance of NUREG-0370. The survey request
from the Acting Director, NRR, of January 26, 1978, the responses to
the request and a categorization of the responses are contained in
Enclosure 2.

Although the survey request suggested that the mateiial identified by
NRR staff members be grouped into three categories, it was subsequently
decided that it would be more. responsive to your request to subdivide
category 2 of the Acting Director's request into two subcategories, and
also to subdivide category 3 of the request into two subcategories. Thus,
the responses have been grouped into five categories as follows: (1)
appropriate bodies have already been notified; (2) appropriate bodies
have not yet been notified, but are in the process of being notified
or probably will be notified under the staff's evolving procedures; (3)
appropriate bodies have not been notified, and Boards probably would
not be notified under the staff's evolving procedures; (4) appropriate
bodies have been notified or are in the process of being notified, but
some level of management in NRR or ELD recommended against such notifica-
tion; and (5) appropriate bodies have not been notified and a final NRR/ELD
decision has been reached that information is not material and relevant
despite recommendation by one or more staff members or levels of management
that it is.

The staff's preliminary review of these responses indicates that there
is no significant information or study of the type referred to in your
January 18 letter that has not been provided to the Boards, Appeal
Boards, the Comnission or the ACRS since October 25, 1977. The staff
is currently considering which of those items brought to our attention
by this survey, particularly those in categories two and three, should be
provided to the appropriate bodies. In addition, the results of the
survey will be considered in developing our revised agen~ide pro-
cedures for Board notification. Since there were.no items. in the fourth
or fifth categories, no actions are being considered or have been
taken against those involved in implementing our current Board notifi-
cation procedures.

The transmittal of information to the Advisory Cotrmittee on Reactor
Safeguards deserves special mention. Over many years the NRC licensing
staff and the ACRS staff have developed a practice whereby essentially
all safety information is routinely transmitted to the Committee. The
ACRS receives this information, either for its review or for information,
on individual docket applications. In addition, NRC contract research
reports, NRC Research Information Letters, draft and final Regulatory
Guides, Topical Reports, and proposed regulations or rule changes are
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all provided to the Committee4 In my opinion, the routine transmittal
aspect of information flow to the ACRS assures that Loth internally- and
externally-generated relevant information is currently being provided
to the Canaittee.

You asked to be advised of tne sanctions which could be irIgo™ed against
an ergloyee who withholds such information. This agency's regulations
pertaining to disciplinary and adverse actions which will be taken when
an employee fails to meet the standards of job performance or the stan-
dards of conduct are contained in NK Manual Cnapter 417l. As appropriate
in the circumstances of the particular case, those actions generally
cover admonitions and reprirIIds, surxnsions without pay, and the most
severe action which is the decision to remove the employee from the
agency. Since there have been no indications to date that any staff
members have willfullywithheld information from the Boards that should
have been supplied to them, no such personnel actions have been taken.

Zf you wish further information on these matters, please let me know..

Sincerely,
~ 4

Jo.eph t1. 1Iendrie
Chal'illl

4

ARosenthal
JYore
SECY 73-0167 5 78-0201(2)
EDO 3180 5 3222(2)
CA
ACRS
EHughes
MGroff

Enclosures:
1. NUREG-0370 and Responses
2. Acting Dir. NPR Request of

l/26/78, Responses and
Categorization of Respon"es
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February 27, 197&

e

The Honorable Joseph M. Hendrie
Chairman
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Hashington, D. C. 20555

Dear Mr. ChairssIan:

X appreciate your response to my January 1& ard January 24,
1978 letters regarding .7RC staf notification to the Ccrztis-
sion, the Licensing Boards and Appeal Boarcs and tha ACRS of
information which coulc af=act the ou come of issues urdar
conside=ation in the Covin'ssion's 1'censing pzocaec'ings. Tha
Subcommittee st = is presently review'rg the material you
supplied with your response anc I expect there will be ad"i 'or.
communications on this subject.

e

The purpose of this 3.atter, however, is to address carta:n
issues wh'ch have been raise" as a consecuence oz my Janu =y l&
latter. According to info~~ation obta'red by the Subco~~i"-ea
staff, var'ous of=ices anc civ'sions within tne Commission asced
their sta =s if anyore hac witnhelc ary infor.—;.ationor i= they
knew of any such 'ncicent. Zn some oz these cases, a copv of
my letter was attachec, while in others '" was not, nor was
mentionec. Zn othe irstances, ~x. Gossick's February 13 .~-..o-
randum entit3.e" "St Corzunicatiors with Congress" was
.attached. Xn still othe ins ancas, the stazf was merely askec
about the ezistenca or acacu cv of p=ocacu as relating to an
affirmative obl'gat on to cisclose relavart info~station. Bec s
various offices treated mv incuirv cizferent3.y, the corsis" ..",
of the responses var'dP and. ~%us ra'ed cymes ions as to the
completeness of the rep3.ias.

- ~

Second, cert'ain division d'rec o s circulated their
, '..::- '.::-,y+esuonse ta t'.a aues 'on oz t; eac"e.auacy of the puaceCu es
„'=~::":".~:;Wrong their staz, with a "rout'ng s3.ip" or each member to

' .'*~ial. Appa ently, her is some confusion amorg the sta=fs
..as ttI the sicni='icanca a= the'= 'nit'ali;.g. Soma sta m .-.ie=s

-.:-:.„,,. ': ....inte~aeted their in'ial'".g as ...araly a sian that they hac
-;~,~.'.: sear-.th~.response while c=ha"s 'nt rprated their 'nv tiali--'~.':,as an-t; cation that they concu =ed T~ith the division

chief s reWaonse. 3:f the 3.at"er is Uhe case, the
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Subcommittee staf has been advisaa that certain Commission
employees would not have initialed the routing slip. The
Subcommittee staff nas a3.so been advised that, in such a
case, some s illwould have signed even though thev disag ead
because dissent has not been favorably looked on in the past.

The information the Subcommittee sta f has received
from multiple sources on this mat er raises two fundamental ....
issues. Firstg if "here was no commonly perceived undarstancin=.-
among your stazf as to the purpose of my inauiry and ? . Gossic'<
February 13 m morandum, and the consistencv of the responses d==
vary, the validity oz your reply is cuestionable. Zt would see=
that a common understanding of the issue would be essentia3.
to. insure the accuracy of the conclusions.

Second .it appears that your stated objective of promoting
openness and allo:r'ng dissent has not vet penetratec to t.".e
appropriato sta z level zor it to„-be ez=ective. Z'am particu-
larly concerned by the genu'ne fear evpressed by many inc'v'c-
uals who contacted the Subco«i~ittae about tha consaauencas
they bel'eve wou3.d. esult if their covmunications ware
disclosed or i" thev refusaa to encorse their superior's
responses, even though they did not agree with them. 7'"nile
some people wno contactac the Swco;«mittee staff about th's
matter xefused to give the'r nz-;..e, those who aid insisted
their name rot ba disc'osed. lihile it is unclear how
representat've tnese cc.-;.-..unications are, it is cleax that
there is a serious problem. moreover, some people ware
particularly concernec about an apparently recant racu'a-
mant that the staff re-ort all co.-«munications with corg=essiona3.
committees to vour Of="'ca of Congressional A=:fairs. These
individuals look upon such, a rec='=e.—,ent as an attempt to
intimidate them and impaca such communications. Z, too,
interpret i" as an atter--t to '-..pace co..munication and
inconsistent with oux'utua3. object've oz promoting cancor
between the Cor=..ission anc ".e Cong ess. Zf such a recu'"—
ment or recommendation coes exist, Z am conzident you wi 1
recognize th " it is 'rcompat'ble with you s atad po3.icy
of openness ard rase nd it i.-"..-,.ediat ly.. Zn antici"a ion o-
@.s action, Z have instructed my stafz to acv'se Commission
employees to disregaxc this reauiremant. <awhile Z am aware
that. tnis may place a burden upon my stazf, Z am sure you
wi3.3. agree that it is assent'al to execute th's Subcor.=..ittae s
responsibilities. Znde a, Z would apprac" ate any azfo "s
you can make to communicate to your employees that th

'oncernsshould be adcressac to i</'chael bard, the Subcommittee
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counsel, at 3204 House Annex Ho. 2, Hashington, D. C.'0515
(202} 225-1030.

Because of the auestions which have been raised about
the accuracv and completeness of the information upon wh'ch
you based your replv 'to mv January 18 and 24 letter, X

~ again ask that vou review your policies'about the disclosureof relevant information to the appropriate Commission bod'es.
X also ask that you advise me of the actions you in e..d to
take to more effectively communicate your objective of
ncouraging the free expression of opinion and dissent

within the Commission. X would expect that such act'ons
would include m thods to dispel what X perceive to be a
genuine fear among Cormission employees about exp essing
dissenting. views.

S

te

ct

.Due to the seriousness of this problem and its implica-
tions as to the effec iveness of t¹ Commission, X k".ow you
and the other Commissioners w'll give this matte you
ixaediate att ntion. X shall .the»fore look forward to
receiving your prompt response.

Hith every good wish,

S'ere

I John D. Dingell
Chairman

JDD: Jrm

~ ~
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WASHNfCTON, O. C. 20555

March 13, 1478

MEMORANDUM FOR Daniel J. Donoghue, Director, Office of Administration
Howard K. Shapar, Executive Legal Director
Learned M. Harry, Controller
Edward E. Tucker, Director, Office of Equal Employm nt

Opportunity
Harold S. Bassett, Acting Director, Office of Planning

and Analysis
James R. Shea, Director, Office of International Program
Robert G. Ryan, Director, Office of State Programs
Richard A. Hartfield, Acting Director, Office of

~ Management Information and Program
Control

Robert B. Minogue, Director, Office of Standards
Development

Clifford Y. Smith. Director, Office of Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards

Edson G. Case, Acting Oirec.or, Office of Nuclear
Reactor Regulation

Saul Levine, Director, Office of ituclear Regulatory
Research

Ernst Yolgenau, Director, Office of Inspection and ~
Enforcem nt

FROM:

'
SUBJECT:

Lee Y. Gossick
Executive Director for Operations

RESPONSE TO REPRESENTATIVE JOHi( O. DINGELL LETTER
OF FEBRUARY 27, 1978

Me have received a letter dated February 27, 1978 from Representative
Oingell concerning (1) the consistency and adequacy of our response
to a prior request on January 18, and (2) iNRC policies about the
encouragement and disclosure of dissenting staff opinions. Copies
of all related correspondence are enclosed.

A key part of responding to the January 18 request was to identify
studies, staff views or other inforaazion regarding issues under
consideration in the licensing proceedings that were not promptly and

~ '

~ ~ Attachment V



Addressees 2 March 13, 1978

effectively supplied to the ASLB, ASLAB, ACRS and the Comission.
. Detailed responses from the four NRR divisions were attached to our

response. Information from other offices has not yet been forwarded
to the subconmittee.

Mr. Dingell's major concern is that our response was uneven and possibly
invalid because there was a misunderstanding of what he wanted.

~ In order to give a complete response to Representative Oingell based
on a consistent approach by all HRC offices, the following information is
required:

1. A description of how staff was canvased in'response to Representative
Dingell's January 18 letter. Your description must specifically
mention any initialing or sign ofi by staff, the meaning of such
initialing and any directions given to staff about cons quences
of signing or not signing.

2. Your assurance at this time that either you have no items as
defined in Enclosure i or that you will or have forwarded all
such material to HRR. Ifyour initial survey satisfies you,
simply reaffirm in writing.

3. Mritten or oral directives issued by your office since he
establishment of HRC concerning staff communications with
members of Congress or their staffs. This will form part
of our response to Representative Oingell's concern that
NRC policies impede comnunications and require undue
clearance with OCA.

Please provide your response to Items 't and 3 to the Office of Plannirg a.

. -Analysis by noon, Thursday, /larch 16, 1978 (contact: Larry Vandenberg,
x-27721). Your response to Item 2 should be sent to the Director, llRR

by c.o.b., Friday, March 17.

Enclosures:
See attached sheet

ee V. Gossick
Executive Director for Operations
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Enclosures to memorandum to Directors, from'Lee,V. Gossick dated
March 13, 1978.

~ l

Enc1osures:
l. Material to be reported
2. Pending proce dinas before NRC

Adjudication Bodies
. 3. cc Ltr Rep. Oinge11 to Chairman Hendrie,

2/27/78
4. Ltr Rep. Dingell to Chai rie,

1/1
5. cc Ltr Rep. Di o .Chairman Hendrie,

1/24/78 endum to 8 ltr)
6. c hairman Hendrie to Rep. 11,~ /15(78

~ ~

~ 4

~
'1

~ ~



NTERIAL TO BE REPORTEO

Any instance where staff has actual knowledge of information with the
following characteri s tics:

Originated by NRC staff or by HRC contractors.

2. Relevant to an issue considered by a Coamission body
in the licensing orocess . Commission bodies mean

,the Commission, ACRS, or ASLB or ASL"S Boards in
existence on or after October-RS;—1977. (Enclosure 2
contains a complete list of such issues. Information
forwarded to NRR should be grouped by the relevant
licensing issue.)

3. Supported a more conservative approach than that
contained in the staff recommendation forwarded to
the Commission body.

This will permit the identification of information that has already be n
forwarded to Commission bodies as well as .information that has noi been
forvarded. As an additional reauirement, any instanc should be not d
where information as defined above was w'.thheld or aite.;pts were made
to apparently withhold the information from Commission bodies.

All such items identified will be categorized by NRR into the following
groups:

a. The appropriate bodies have already been notified;

b; The appropriat bodies have not yet been notified,
but are in the proc ss of being notified or
probably will be notified under the staff's evolving
procedures;

c. The appropriate bodies have not been notified, and
Boards probably would not be notified under the staff's
'evol ving procedures;

The appropriate bodies have been notified or are in the
process of being notified, but some level of management
5rt NRR or ELD recommended against such notification;

The appropriate bodies have not been notified and a
final NRR/ELD decision has been reached that the
information is not mat rial and relevant despite recon:-
mendation by one or more staff members or levels of
management that it is.

EHCLOSURE 1
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COiVtM|SSION
WASHINQTOiV, O. C. 20555

March 14, 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR: Regional Directors
Division Directors
XONA

FROil:

SUBJECT:

E. L. Jordan, XOOS

LETTER FROM CONGRESSMAN DINGELL - FEBRUARY 27, 1978

Reference my memorandum dated January'30, 1978 regarding a letter dated
January 18, 1978 from Congressman Dingell. Pursuant to a- letter dated
February 27, 1978 from Congressman Dingell and a memorandum dated March 13,
1978 from L. V. Gossick, EDO, we are requested to update our previous
reply. In this regard, please provide a facsimile note by 9:00 a.m.
March 17, 1978 containing information to respond to Item 2 of Mr. Gossick's
memorandum. This note should be followed up with a memorandum.

In developing your response, please survey all professional employees
available in your office utilizing Enclosures 1 and 2 to Mr. Gossick's
memorandum. In your reply, indicate how many professionals, including
supervisors and management, were surveyed and how many were not. Please
note that an identified instance must meet all three characteristics
which includes only those instances on or after October 25, 1977.

Please call R. C. Paulus (492-7246) for clarification of any questions.

Encl osure:
Memo LVGossick to Multiple

Addressees dtd 3/13/78
w/encls

Memo JDDingell to JNHendrie
dtd 2/27/78

. L d rdan, Executive Officer
f~r perations Support, IE

Attachment VI
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HEHORi.'igliN fOR: Edson O. Case, Acting Oirector---
~ - "..-.- . Office of Eiuclear Reactor Regulation

FRGN: i .
' Ernst Volg'enau, Director.

Office of Inspection and Enforcement

SUBJECT:, - LETTER-&OH REPRESENTATIVE DINGELL - FEBRUARY 27, 1978
~" e l

In response to the memoranda dated lhrch 14, 1978, from L. V. Gossick
and Harch 17, 1978 from T. Rehm, the staff of the Office of Inspection
and Enforcement has been canvassed to determine whether there have been'
any instances that meet 'the criteria specified in the referenced memor-
anda. A total of 348 professional staff members were canvassed; 79 were-
not canvassed due to unavailability (out of-the office on inspections, '.

training or leave). 1<e have identified one case which may meet 5e-
criteria. This case is described in the ericlosure. In addition,'e have
id ntified three other cases involving possible dissent., These 1atter.

, cases, however, do not neet the criteria inasmuch as they are not inclu8ed .

in the list of Proceedings Before Ccaaission Bodies (1/75 to Date). The '.
~, cases are as follows:

Zion 1 and 2 - Issuance of 185 power license {April 1976)
An inspector questioned the advisability of allowing the
licensee to increase power from 85K to 100» because of
insufficient rwnagement attentRrrto the radiation prothction
program and problems in effluent control. The position
adopted by the Regional Office recognized the problem areas
but held that these problems imre not germane to tho issue
of whether the Operating License authorized 85" power or 100»-
polaere ~

2. Palisades - Full Term License
The REgiora1 Office has recommended against issuance of the
full term license on the basis of the 'licensee's past
performance. This matter is under review and no staff
position has b en formulated.

3. Dresden 2 - Full Term Dcense
The Regional Office has reccrrended against issuance of the
full term iicense on the basis of the licensee's past
performance. This matter is under revim and no staff
position has been formulated.

2I.
Attachment VII



Edson G. Case

Items 1 and 3 of Hr. Gossfck's Harch 13, 1978 memorandum were answered
fn a memorandum dard i)arch 16, 1978 from E. L. Jordan, IE, to L. R.
Vandenberg, PLA.

Hy mrmrandum of January 31, 1978 to you regarding Representative Dfngell's
January 18. 1978 letter contained additional fni'ornatfon regarding dissenting
staff views.

Enclosure:
Descriptfon

oi'ase'c:

w/enclosure
'.

6. Davfs-
T. Rete, EDO

Regional Directors.
H. D. Thornburg
t<. C.. thseley
H. H. Hailer
L. 8. Higginbotham

~ L. I. Cobb
E. L; Jordan
R. C. Paulus
L. R. Vandenberg, PLA

Ernst Volgenau
Director .

Ofi'fce of Inspection
and Enforcement

XOOS XOOS:EO IE:DD IE:D

RCPAULUS: cko EL JORDAN JGDAVIS 2 2 EVOLGEWU

3/23/78 3/ /78 3/ /78 3/ /78



ENCLOSURE

Descri tion of Case..

Shearon Harris NUclear Power Plant

In late September 1977, the CP hearing on the Shearon Harris
plant was resumed after a long delay because of deferral of
the company's construction schedules. The hearing board
decision was not rendered until January 23, 1978. As part
of the evidentiary hearing, Region II staff members appeared
as witnesses on the subject of the qualifications of the ap-
plicant to engage in construction activities at the Harris
site, while aontinuing operation of its H. B. Robinson and
Brunswick plants.

Durigg preparation of testimony for this hearing, an in-
spector assigned to one of the operating plants expressed
concern about the extent of licensee management's commitment
and its capability to engage in the large nuclear program
involved by the addition of the Harris project. This inspector
provided examples of problems he felt were indicative of his
concerns.

The testimony sponsored in the hearing by this inspector's
immediate supervisor included citation of the proble'ms
identified by the concerned inspector. However, the super-
visor's conclusion, which was based on other evidence in
addition to the identified concerns, was that although the
company had had some problems, it was competent to engage
in construction activities at Harris.

The inspector involved continues to question the overall
competence, or attitude, of the company, its commitment

of manpower and its financial capability to engage in the
extensive program on which it has embarked.



October 26, 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR: File

FROM:

SUBJECT:

William H. Foster, Inspector/Auditor gOffice of Inspector and Auditor

SHEARON HARRIS MATTER

On October 25, 1978, I was contacted telephonically by Robert C. Paulus,
Senior Program Specialist, Executive Office for Operations Support, Office
of Inspection and Enforcement (IE). Paulus was returning a call I had
placed to John Davis, Director, IE.

Paulus advised that the only existing written policy for preparing testimony
for licensing hearings was IE Manual Chapter 94010-B developed in 1975.
Paulus stated this chapter was only a general outline and the detailed
instruction on testimony preparation was left up to the individual region.
Paulus said testimony preparation varied from region to region and depended
on the number of hearings each region had participated in. Paulus said
Region II personnel had generally "just shown up" for hearings on the
day they were to testify, adding Region II had only been asked to prepare
written testimony on two or three occasions. Paulus said the region generally
develops.its testimony based on the advice of the cognizant counsel and/or
NRR Project Manager.

Paulus stated he "was not aware" that the Dance/Brownlee testimony was sent
to IE Headquarters, adding Headquarters generally is not sent a copy of hearing
testimony in advance unless there ar e policy considerations involved. Paulus
suggested I talk with Hugh Dance of the dissemination of the Shearon Harris
testimony. Paulus stated there is no IE requirement that hearing testimony
be sent to IE Headquarters.



REPORT OF INTERVIEW

On October 5, 1978, Howard A. Milber, Senior Reactor Inspection Specialist,
Oivision of Reactor Operatioqs and Inspections, Office of Inspection and
Enforcement (IE) was interviewed by William Foster and Oavid Gamble,
Office of Inspector and Auditor (OIA). Mr. Wilber was advised of the
nature of the inquiry and that the results of the inquiry would be made
public. He was also advised of the applicable provisions of the Privacy
Act.

Milber advised that in about June 1974, he joined IE, Region II's Startup
and Test Branch, headed by William Seidle. Milber stated that in about
November 1975, Region II reorganized and he was assigned to Frank Long's
Reactor Operations and Nuclear Support Branch. He added about M'ay, 1975
when he became the principal startup and test inspector for Carolina
Power and Light's (CP&L) Brunswick 1 unit. Milber said he retained this
responsibility until about June or July 1977 when he was rotated to
Browns Ferry, Wilber stated about mid-1976 he also assumed startup and
test responsibility for Hatch 2. Wilber advised that in about September
1976, Floyd Cantrell joined him at Brunswick 1 as the principal operations
inspector.

Milber advised that in addition to his exposure to CPSL at Brunswick 1,
he also made a number of inspections at Brunswick 2 as a backup inspector
(e.g., "in office" work and observation of initial criticality) between
January 1975 and June 1977. He added he also participated in 3 or 4
inspections at H. B. Robinson in a support role (e.g., in connection
with a refueling outage and special inspection of the safety injection system).

Milber advised that he had a number of problems with CPSL during his
tenure at Region II. He stated that in August or September 1976, he
commented in an inspection report that a review of the records at Brunswick
1 showed plant gA only observing "two or three" of the numerous preoperational
tests. Milber said he discussed this problem with plant management and
CP8L agreed to observe more tests, but added the point was academic
because the preoperational testing stage at Brunswick 1 was virtually
complete. Milbur added he could not cite CPSL for this event because
the pertinent requirements were too "nebulous": they did not specify
when or how CPSL site gA should observe preoperational tests.

Wilber advised he commented on a similar problem in an inspection report
he wrote in about January 1977. Milber explained that when Brunswick 1

was in "test condition III" of the startup program, he reviewed the
plant's recor ds and could not find any indication CPSL site gA had
observed any tests during this phase of startup. After discussing this
finding with plant management, Milber advised a large number of the site
gA staff observed a test that sarge night. Milber said he did not knowif CP8L continued this responsiveness because it was not long after this
occurrence that he rotated to Browns Ferry.



Howard A. Milber

Milber advised that in about January 1977, he and Cantrell met with
Hugh Dance, their Section Chief, and expressed concerns pertaining to
the high turnover of plant personnel at Brunswick. Milber advised that
the Test and Startup Superintendent, who was very knowledgeable in the
operations of Brunswick, had recently left CPSL. He added the new plant
manager's experience was with pressurized water reactors, but Brunswick
was a boiling water reactor. Milber said that he told Dance his concern
was whether plant personnel could handle an incident similar to Browns
Ferry, based on their limited experience. Milber added Cantrell shared
his concerns, perhaps. to a greater degree.

Milber stated, based on the above discussion, Dance directed Richard Wessman
of his Section to conduct a special inspection at Brunswick. Wilber
felt the inspection was a responsive action to take based on his concerns,
but added he was unable to determine whether CPSL implemented the inspection
findings, because he had been rotated to Browns Ferry.

Milber advised he participated in the inspection of the cause of an off-
gas explosion at Brunswick 1 or 2 sometime in the winter of 1976/1977.
He stated he found five different conditions which could have led to
this occurrence. Wilber said it could be concluded from this CPSL was
"sloppy" with respect to their QA/QC procedures.

Wilber advised that sometime in late August - early September 1977,
Dance approached him to solicit his comments of CPSL's QA program in
conjunction with the scheduled Shearon Harris Construction Permit (CP)
hearing. Milber added that he assumed Dance was to testify with respect
to CPSL's QA program. Wilber advised that the information he remembered
giving orally to Dance was to summarize the results of the two above-
mentioned inspection reports. Wilber said he may have offered his
informal opinion to Dance that there were weaknesses in CPSL's Brunswick site
QA program. Milber stated he had no other involvement whatsoever with
the testimony preparation.

Milber stated he shared an office with Cantrell, and believed he read
Cantrell's input for the testimony. Wilber observed that Cantrell was
more concerned with the problems at Brunswick 'than he was, adding this
was justified because Cantrell was the operations inspector. In response
to a direct question, Wilber stated he "probably did not disagree" with
the general content of Cantrell's notes. Specifically, Wilber said
Cantrell was concerned with CP8L unresponsiveness to rectify problems
(e.g., HPIC doors continuously found open), adding he shared this concerns
opinion of Cantrell's. He added, however, he may not have shared this
concern to the same degree because he had a higher threshold of reaction than
Cantrell. Milber stated he also agreed with Cantrell's position on the
personnel turnover problem at Brunswick, adding he and Cantrell had
discussed this situation on a number of ocassions.



Howard A. Milbur w3w

Wilber did not agree with Cantrell's conclusion that conditions should
be placed in the Shearon Harris CP with respect to personnel requirements
because such requirements are, spelled out in the Technical Specifications
and must be adhered to by the licensee (CP&L). Wilber added any additional
requirements added to the technical specifications should be recommended
by Licensing.

Wilber stated he had not seen Dance's written testimony. Milber, at the
request of OIA, agreed to review Dance's written testimony and offer
his opinion as to whether the testimony adequately represented his and
Cantrell's input provided to Dance.

Wilber was reinterviewed by Foster and Gamble on October 16, 1978. Milber
furnished OIA with his comments based on his review of Dance and Brownlee's
written testimony and Cantrell's handwritten note. The question and
response numbers cited by Milber refer to the written testimony. Wilber
also furnished copies of the material Cantrell and he cited to Dance.

Attachments:
Comments on Testimony
Ltr fm Long to CP&L dtd 2/18/76 w/Insp

Rpt 50-324/76-3 (Details I only)
Ltrs fm CP&L to t<oseley dtd 3/17/76 &

5/3/76 in response to Insp Rpt 50-324/76-3
Ltr fm Long to CP&L dtd 9/30/76 w/Insp Rpt

50-325/76-14 (Details I only)
Ltr fm Long to CP&L dtd 3/ll/77 w/Insp Rpts

50-324/77-4 & 50-325/77-4 (Details III only)
Insp Rpt 50-324/77-3 & 50-325/77-3 (DetailsIII only)
Safety Eval Rpt'(pp. 130-132 of Supplmt 1 &

p. 12 of Supplmt 3)If manual Chapter 2513 (Encls 1 & 4)
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In Reply Refer To:
IE:II:FSC
50-324/76-03

UNITFD STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION II
220 PEACHTREK STREET+ N. W. SUITE O'I0

ATLANTA,GEORGIA 20202

Q.zaz cOXXi

Carolina Power and Light Company
Attn: Mr. J. A. Jones

Executive Vice President
Engineering, Coastruction

and Operations
336 'Fayetteville Street
Raleigh, North Carolina 27602

Gentlemen:

This refers to the inspection conducted by Messrs. H. A. Wilber and
G. R. Jenkins of this office on January 20-21, 1976, of activities
authorized by NRC Operating License No. DPR-62 for the Brunswick 2
facility, and to the discussion of our findings held with
Mr. E. G. Hollowell at the conclusion of the inspection.

Areas examined during the inspection aad our findings are discussed in
the enclosed inspection report. Within these areas, the inspection
consisted of selective examination of procedures and representative
records, interviews with personnel, aad observations by the'inspector.

During the inspection, it was found that certain activities under your
license appear to be in noncompliance with NRC requirements. These
items and references to pertinent requirements are listed in Section I
of the summary of the enclosed report.

This notice is sent to you pursuant to the provisions of Section 2.201
of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," Part 2, Title 10, Code of Federal
Regulatioas. Section 2.201 requires you to submit to this office,
within 20 days of your receipt of this notice, a written statement
or explanation in reply including: (1) corrective steps which have
been taken by you, and the results achieved; (2) corrective steps
which will be taken to avoid further noncompliance; and (3) the date
when full compliance will be achieved.

31



Carolina Power and Light Company -2-

Another item of noncompliance identified through youz internal audit
rogram is shown in the details of the enclosed inspection report.pxogram s s

The appropriate report was made and corrective action initiated or
completed and verified by our inspectoz and no additional informa-
tion is needed for this item at this time.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Pzactice,"
Part 2, Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter
and the enclosed inspe'ction report will be placed in the NRC's Public
Document Room. If this report contains any information that you believe
to be proprietary, it is necessary that you submit a written application
to this office requesting that such information be withheld from public
disclosure. If no proprietazy information is identified, a written
statement to that effect should be submitted. If an application is
submitted, it must fully identify the bases for which information is
claimed to be proprietary. The application should be prepared so that
information sought to be withheld is incorporated in a separate paper
and referenced in the application since the application will be placed
in the Public Document Room. Your application, or written statement,
should be submitted to us within 20 days. If we are not contacted as
specified, the enclosed xeport and this letter may then be placed in
the Public Document Room.

Should you have any questions concerning this letter, we wQ.1 be glad
to discuss them with you.

Very truly yours,

F. J.'ong, Chief
Reactor Operations and

Nuclear Support Branch

Enclosure:
IE Inspection Report No.,

50-324/76-3
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION ll

050 PKACHTRKK STRKKT, N, W, KUITK 0I0
ATIANTAo oKORQIA 50005

IE Inspection Report No. 50-324/76-3 .

Licensee: Carolina Power and Light Company
336 Fayetteville Street
Raleigh, North Carolina 27602

Facility Name: Brunswick 2
Docket No.: '0-324
License No.: DPR-62 (Issued December 27, 1974)
Category: B-2

Location: Southport, North Carolina

Type of License: 2436 ÃFZ, BWR, GE

Type of Inspection: Specia1., Unannounced

Dates of Inspection: January 20-21, 1976

Dates of Previous Inspection: January 13-16, 1976

Performing Inspectors: G. R. Jenklns, Radiation Specialist
Radiation Support Section
Fuel Facilities and Materials

Support Branch

H. A. Wilber, Reactor Inspector
Reactor Prospects Section No. 1
Reactor Operations and Nuclear

Support Branch

Other Accompanying Personnel: None

~OI.UTIQy
6g

)PP8 1916

Principal Inspector: F.. Cantrell, Rea t Inspector
Reactor Pro)ects Sec ion No. 1
Reactor Operations and Nuclear

Sup ort Branch

Reviewed by:
W. C. ei Section Leader
Reactor Projects Section No. 1
Reactor Operations and Nuclear

Support Branch

D te

8/6/7g
Date
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/ SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

I. Enforcement Items

Infractions

Contrary to Criterion III of Appendix B to 10 CPR 50 a's imple-
mented by the commitments in Section C of Table D-2, Appendix D
of the FSAR, an inadequate design review was performed on the
off-gas system. Two examples are given. A 0-10 psid gage was
installed to monitor the filter pressure drop when the manufac-
turer recommended a 0-10" water column instrument. A, 20.5"
water column setting was selected for the loop seal isolation
valves, the loop seals are 20" water column devices. (Details I,
paragraph 8)

Contrary to Criterion X of Appendix B to 10 CPR 50 as implemented
by the commitments in Section J of Table D-2, Appendix D of the
PSAR, an inadequate inspection was performed on portions of the
off-gas system. Three examples are given. The stack house sump
vent line was taped over. The stack house sump inspection plate
was not in place. The moisture separator in the base of the filter
unit was not properly positioned. (Details I, paragraph 8)

c. Contrary to 10 CPR 20.20l(b), the licensee did not make an adequate
survey to verify compliance with 10 CFR 20.103 prior to entry into
the stack house on January,19, 1976. (Details II, paragraph 2)

II. Licensee Action on Previousl Identified Enforcement Matters

Not inspected.

III. New Unresolved Items

None

IV. Status of Freviousl Reported Unresolved Items

None

V. Unusual Occurrences

None
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Other Si nificant Pindin s

Plant Status

Repa'irs to the'ff'gas system were completed and a reactor startup was

in progress on January 20, 1976.

Vll. Hang ement Interview

A management interview was held on January 21, 1976, with
E. G. Hollowell, Plant Manager, and others of his staff. The
stack house explosion incident of January 19, 1976, was discussed,
including corrective action taken. The items of noncompliance were
discussed by telephone with the Plant Eanager on February 12, 1976.
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DETAILS I Prepared by: V~ ')
H. A. Wilber, Reactor Inspector
Reactor Projects Section No. 1
Reactor Operations and Nuclear

Suppoxt Branch

Dates of Inspection: January 20-21, 1976

Reviewed by:
W. C. Seidle Section Leader
Reactor Pro5ects Section No. 1
Reactor Operations and Nuclear

Suppoxt Branch

Date

Date

1. Persons Contacted

Carolina Power and Li ht (CPGL)

E. Hollowell —Plant Manager
J. Holder —Plant Superintendent
C. Hinnant —Maintenance Supervisor
M. Jones - Operations

Supervisox'.

Gx'iffin - Engineering Supervisor
C. Casanova — Engineering Technician

2. Incident

At ll a.m. on January 19, 1976, the licensee informed the inspector
by telephone that an explosion had occurred in the stack house at
7:58 a.m. and a fire alarm was sounded at 8 a.m. on" January 19,
1976. Two inspectors from Region II of OIE were dispatched to the
site and arrived on site approximately 8 a.m. on January 20, 1976.

3. Se uence of Events

The following sequence of events was developed from discussions
with plant personnel and reviews of the Shift Foreman's and Control
Operator's logbooks:

Date Time

1/19/76 0030 Reactor at-about 84/ (700 Mwe). Auxiliary
operator completed inspection of the stack
house and determined that the loop seals were
filled by confirming that fillwater was
flowing and that there were no characteristic
sounds that accompany a blown seal.
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0100 An area high radiation monitor initiated a
radiation alarm from the stack house. The
shift foreman requested the operator to verify
stack gas sample flow to the monitors and
assess t e rath adiation alarm on the local meter.

~ -- The two stack monitors increased from 0 cps o
200 nd 150 cps to 350 cps over approximatelycps an

constant.a 45 minute period and then remained cons
The shift foreman ordered the power increase
halted at 84K.

0130

The auxiliary operator was sent to the stack
1 t the cause of the area radiation

10monitor alarm. The operator descended about
f into the stack house when he noted the
local area radiation alarm was on and he imm yediatel
left and informed the shift foreman. While the
operator was in the stack house, he did not
observe anything unusual.

The shift foreman entered the filter house and
noted that the area radiation monitor had
increased to 6 mr/hr; he remained in the area

ima 1 30 seconds. A Radiation, Control
and Test (RC6T) technician was at the access
hatch with a "teletector" monitor.

When the shift foreman left the stack house, it
was discovere t od that both he and the RCPT Technician

t in andh d rface contamination on their clothing ana sur ace
skin and the Auxiliary Operator who entereed the
stack house at 0100 also had clothing and skin
contamination.

0300

0315

Decontamination of personnel was accomplisheh d
by showering and clothing change.

Shift foreman observed that the offgas monitor
had not responded to the power increase in en the
same manner as the stack monitors.

0325 The off gas monitor sample line valves were
d t be improperly aligned. The valves

were then properly aligned for 2B Steam Je t Air
E)ector (SJAE) operation. (See Details I,
paragraph 8)
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0400 The auxiliary operator, wearing Anti-C clothing
and a Scott Air Pak, entered the stack house tofillthe loop seals. He could not determine if
the loop seals had been blown but he filled all
the loop seals with ". . . . large amounts of

~ ---—vater . . ." Radiation surveys vere made and
an exclusion area of appzoximately 200 feet in
diameter vas established around the stack.

At the same time that the loop seals were
filled, an increase of approximately 5000 scfm
was observed in the stack flow.

0757 Received SJAE trip vith 2 alarms; "Off Gas
Discharge Header Trip SJAE"; and "Process Sump
Off Gas Vent Pipe Flow Hi/Lo". These were
reset immediately by the operator.

0758 Explosion reported in stack house.

0800 Fire reported in stack house based on observance
'of a "whitish smoke" coming from the access
hatch. The operator then reduced power to 'the
lower limit of recirculation flow by zecircula-
tion flow reduction.

0808 Initiated a Select Rod Insert.

0810 Initiated a manual reactor trip from 28X power.

0828 Emergency coordinator announced that there was
no longer a-danger of fire.

4. Immediate Action

The zeactor was placed in hot standby by 9:05 a.m.

A CP6L task force was assembled'o assess the damage and determine
the cause of the explosion.

5. Subse uent Action

The findings of, the CPGL task force were as follows:
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Dama e from Ex losion

The damage in the stack shack was limited to a broken glass cover on a
differential pressure gage for Unit.l filter, three broken relay covers
on relays associated with the SJAE isolation system and one broken light
bulb. The pattern of damage of one of these relay covers indicated that
the force was developed inside the relay. The access hatch was blown
open.

Cause of Ex losion

The task force determined that the variation in stack flow was
caused by the status of the Rad Waste Building Ventilation 'System
and had no bearing on the incident.

The licensee found that the vent line from the loop drain sump was
taped over in the stack base. This would have negated any ventila-
ting action that might have been provided by this vent line. (See
Details I, paragraph 8)

The licensee disassembled the filter unit and found that the mois-
ture separator in the'base was cocked at approximately a 45

0

angle. This would have permitted the moisture in the off-gas to
reach the filter. The inspector observed a quantity of condensa«
tion forming inside the plastic bags that contained the filter and
the moisture separator after they were removed from the filter
unit. (See Details I, paragraph 8)

The shield plugs had been removed from the filter cells. This
permitted the ambient air (about 19 P) to enter the area of the0

filter units and would have accelerated the condensation of moisture
in the filter.
The inspection plate on the drain sump was not in place. This
would have permitted any gases flowing through a blown loop seal to
enter the stack house area. (See Details I, paragraph 8)

The licensee found that the loop seal solenoid operated isolation
valves were set to operate'at 20.5 in. H 0 and the loop design is
20 in. H20. This combination could result in the loop seals being
blown dry before the isolation valves functioned. (See Details I,
paragraph 8)

The licensee Hound that the differential pressure across the filter
would not initiate an alarm until 4 psid was attained. The licensee
stated that the filter manufacturer recommended a 0-10" water
column range for the differential measurement; the actual gage
installed had a 0-10 psid range. (See Details I, paragraph 8)
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Licensee Evaluation of the Cause

The findings of the task force were presented to the Plant Nuclear
Safety Committee (PNSC).

~ - The PNSC evaluation. of the explosion was that a quantity of hydrogen
gas accumulated in the stack house through one or more blown loop
seals. The hydrogen was ignited when a SJAE isolation relay operated.

The inspector has no questions on this evaluation.

7. Licensee Corrective Measures

The PNSC recommended to the Plant Manager that:

a. Shield plugs will be replaced on the operating filter cell.

b. Hydrogen content of stack house atmosphere will be monitored
once per shift and on each entry to the stack house.

c. The solenoid operated isolation valves on the loop seals will
be set to operate at 16 in. 820.

d. The damage to the relays, gage, and light will be repaired.

e. The tape will be removed from the stack shack sump vent line.

f. There will be increased surveillance of the stack.gas monitor
and the area radiation monitor in the stack house. Xf these
rise in an unexplained manner, the reactor power will be
reduced and the reactor placed in hot standby. These instruc-
tions will remain in effect until full power is reached and no
anomalies are encountered.

g. The stack house will be posted as a "No Smoking" area.

h. The inspection plate on the drain sump will be replaced.

i. All loop seals will be filled.

k.

A differential pressure indicator (manometer) will be installed
to measure any changes in the pressure drop across the filter
unit.

Annunciator response procedure for the area radiation monitor
in the stack house will be revised to reflect the possibility
of a hydrogen buildup.
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1. An evaluation will be made to determine a more sensitive means
of annunciating the pressure differential across the filter.
This will require replacing the present 0-10 psid instrument
with a more sensitive "instrument.

The inspector observed that the inspection plate was in place on
the sump, the shield plug was in place, the glass had been zeplaced
in the differential gage and the inspector reviewed a completed
work authorization on the replacement of the damaged relays. The
licensee stated that the annunciator response procedure will be
revised by Febzuary 4, 1976, and the hatch cover will be repaired
by February 4, 1976.

The inspector requested that the licensee determine the cause of
the incorrect valve lineup on the off-gas monitor sample line. On
January 22, 1976, the Licensee informed the inspector'y telephone
that an item of noncompliance had been identified. Contrary to the
requirements of Appends B to the Facility Operating License DPR-62,
Section 2.5.2.e, the reactor had operated in excess of 24 hours
with no off-gas monitor in operation. The licensee will comply
with the reporting requirements oX Section 5.4.2 of this same
Appendix B.

The inspector identified two items of noncompliance:

a. Contrary to Cxitezion III of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 as imple-
mented by the commitment in Section C of Table D-2, Appendix D
of the FSAR, an inadequate design revie~ was performed on the
off-gas system, Two examples are given. A 0-10 psid gage was
installed to monitor the filter pxessure Chop when the manufac-
turer recommended a 0-10" water column instxument. A 20.5"
water column setting was selected foz the loop seal isolation
valves, the loop seals are 20" water column devices.

b. Contrary to Criterion X of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 as imple-
mented by the commitment in Section J of Table D-2, Appendix D
of the FSAR, an inadequate inspection was performed on portions
of the off-gas system. Thzee examples axe given. .The stack
house sump vent line was taped over. The stack house sump
inspection plate was not in place. The moisture separator in
the base of the filter unit was not properly positioned.
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File: NG-3513 (B) Serial: NG-76-625

Mr. Norman C. Hos'eley, Director
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region IX, Suite 818
230 Peachtree Street, N.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

Dear Hr. Hoseley:

BRUNSWICK STEAM ELECTRXC PLANT, UNXT NO. 2
DOCKET 50-324

LICENSE NO. DPR-62 .

SUPPLRKNTAL RESPONSE TO AN INFRACTION OF NRC RE UIREKNTS

In your letter of February 18, 1976, you forwarded a copy of
IE Inspection Report 50-324/76-3 for the Brunswick Steam Electric Plant,
Unit No. 2. We reviewed the report and submitted our response on
March 17, 1976.

Following the submission of our zeply, we were informed in
discussions with members of your staff that our response to Infraction I.b.
was not considered to be complete, therefore, the following additional infor-
mation is supplied concerning Infraction I.b. of Report 50-324/76-3.

It is requested that this letter be attached to our letter of
March 17, 1976.

CP6L Supplemental Response to Infraction I.b.
'E"Re ort 50-324/76-'3)

In our initial response of March 17, 1976, we stated that our
Construction QC zecords indicated that at the time of final Construction
QC inspection the deficient items cited in this infraction appazently did
not exist and that the CPGL commitments as stated in Appendix D of the
FSAR had been adequately satisfied. It is, however, possible that these
deficiencies occurred and were not found during preoperational phase system
checkout, preoperational testing or even later duzing the operating phase.

\

Since Ae exact time when these problems may have been caused
or who is responsible cannot be specifically established, we have reviewed
our established QA Programs for both preoperational phase and operations
phase activities, and, a'lthough we consider both the program established
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under the plant Staztup Manual and the Operation 8 >faintenance QA Program
to be adequate, we have taken'the following action to reduce the probability
of similar occurrences taking place in both Units No. 1 and No. 2 in the
future:

1. Staztup Group personnel have been cautioned concerning
the need to be ever-vigilant in their efforts to find
discrepant items of this type and they have been
specifically reminded to ensure that proper follow-up
action is initiated which will assure that such items
are corrected as soon as practicable. Xn addition, the
details of this particular incident have been reviewed
by each Startup Engineer.

2. At present, we are planning to add another engineer to
the plant QA Group so increased QA surveillance may be
conducted — both during the preoperational testing phase
of Unit No. 1 and the operations phase of both Units
No. 1 and No. 2. This should be accomplished within the
next three months.

In addition, it should be noted that throughout both the pre-
operational phase and operations phase of Unit No. 2 other deficiencies
of a similar nature have been found and corrected. We have remained on
the alert to make improvements in our management system and we are taking
our learning experience on Unit, No. 2 into account and factoring this
learning into the preoperational phase activities taking place in Unit
No. 1. Therefore, based on the experience we have gained during the
startup and operation of Unit No. 2, coupled with the corrective action
outlined above, we are confident that the probability of recurrence of
incidents such as those noted in the citation will be greatly reduced in
the future.

Very truly yours,

H. R. Banks
Manager

Nuclear Generation

CSB: jwk

cc: Messrs. W. G. McDonald
E. Vcrlgenan
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File.. NG-3513 (B) Serial: NG-76-423

Hr. Norman C. Moseley, Director
U. S. Nuclear. Regulatory Commission
Region II, Suite 818
230 Peachtree Street, N.Q.
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

Dear Mr. Moseley:

BRUNSWICK STEAM ELECTRIC PLANT, UNIT NO. 2
DOCKET 50-324

LICENSE NO. DPR-62
RESPONSF. TO INFRACTIONS OF NRC RE UIREi~iENTS

In your letter of February 18, 1976, you forwarded a copy of
IE Inspection Report 50-,324/76-3 for the Brunswick Steam Electric Plant,
Unit No. 2. Ve have x'eviewed the report and find that it does not contain
any information of a proprietax'y nature.

As noted in your letter, the report identifies three items that
appear to be infractions of NRC requixements. The items, and Carolina
Power 6 Light Company's responses to them, are addressed in the following
text:

Infraction I.a.

Contrary to Criterion III of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50, as imple-
mented by the commitments in Section C of Table D-2, Appendix D of the
FSAR, an inadeouate design review was performed on the off-gas system.
Two examples axe given. A 0-10 psid gage was installed to monitor the
filter pressure drop when the manufacturer recommended a 0-10" water
column instrument. A 20.5" water column setting was selected for the
loop seal isolation valve; the loop seals are 20" water column devices.

CPGL Resnonse

An oversight occurred in the design review pxocess that allowed
installation of a 0-10 paid gage to monitor the filter pressure drop rather
than a 0-10 inch water column instrument as recommended by the manufacturer.
A review of the off-gas System has been performed and no other usage af
incorrect gages was~found. A field engineering change package has been
written to coxrect this deficiency, but at this time no completion date ha-
been established.

The problem cited in the infractions concerning installation of
loop seals which were indicated as being 20 inch water column devices was
not in any way associared with inadequate design xeview since all design
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documents specify loop seals of 24 inches which is consistent with the 20.5
'nch set point of the loop seal solenoid operated isolation valves. H asure-

ments of the loop seals drain lengths were made on February 27, 1976, by CP&L

and Brown & Root QA and Engineering personnel, and it was recorded that two
of the loop seal drains do not m'et the design requirements of 24" minimum.

- '- One loop seal was measured to be 22 1/2" and the other was measured to be
23 3/4". Brown and Root personnel indicated that this discrepancy could
have been a mistake on the part of the fitter who cut the pipe. Our.Quality
Control procedures did not contain a requirement to dimensionally check this
measurement unless there had been a particular concern or a reason to doubt
compliance on the part of the constructor. The Quality Control program has
no requirement to physically measure the length of all pipe runs, although
the inspectors do check and document such things as pipe diameters, fittings,
valves, wel'ds, material used mill cuts, welder qualification and weld proce-
dures used as well as performing required ~1M tests. The documentation on
this system attests to adequate Quality Control coverage. As a result,
Carolina Power & Light Company does not agree that the discrepancy in the loop
seal installation is indicative of a failure of the CP&L Quality Assurance

Program, either from the standpoint of the design review process or the con-,
struction and installation process. Although we consider the error in the
type of gage used to be an isolated case which does not necessarily indicate
inadequate design review, our Nuclear Engineering Section has discussed this
design error with the Architect-Engineer, reemphasizing the necessity for
checking even the smallest details of a design docum nt. Thus, oversights
of this nature should not reoccur in the future.

The set points of the loop seal solenoid operated isolation valves
have been reduced to correspond to the installed loop seal lengths. Analysis
by ouz Nuclear Engineering Section shows that with this set point chang the
loop seals are acceptable as installed.

Infraction I.b.

Contrary to Criterion X of Appendix B to 10 CFR 50 as implemented
by the commitments in Section J of Table D-2, Appendix D of the FSAR, an
inadequate inspection was performed on portions of the off-gas system. Three
examples are given. The stack house sump vent line was taped over. The

stack house sump inspection plate was not in place. The moisture separator
in the base of the filter unit was not'properly positioned.

CP&L Res onse

Ouz review of Construction Quality Control records concerning the
examples given in prie infraction do not support the allegation that inspec-
tions performed on the off-gas system, were inadequate oz did not meet the
commitments contained in the FSAR. Our records indicate instead that ~

inspections of this Class II system were performed adequately and in accor-
dance with specifications.
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With respect to the taped vent line, records show that the end
of the vent which protrudes into the stack has a stainless steel screen
,, lded in place, with the welding operation having been signed off by an
inspector. No reference is made to any deviations from drawing require-
m nts, such as tape being present over the,end of the vent. It can only be
assumed that the tape was affixed at a time following final QC inspection
and sign off of this part of the system, thereby placing it out of the control
of the Construction QA Section.

With respect to the stack house sump inspection plate, Quality
Contxol records indicate that at the time of turnover of this portion of the
system to the plant operating staff, the inspection plate was in place and all
required welding, etc. had been performed. It can only be concluded that the
inspection plate had been removed and not reinstalled at a later time than
during the construction of the plant, although this time cannot be firmly

'established.

With respect to the moisture separator in the base of the filter
unit being malpositioned, Quality Control records indicate that the filter
unit was inspected at time of receipt and at installation', but since no
damage or other abnormalities were noticed a disassembly of the unit was not
performed, nor was it required. Inspections of this type are normally per-
formed at a vendor',s plant prior to shipping, and so malpositioning of the
separator probably occurred during the manufacturing process.

In conclusion, Carolina Power & Light Company believes that thexe
is no basis for the citation, and that we have adequately met our commitments
as stated in Appendix D of the FSAR.

Infraction I.c.

Contrary to 10 CFR 20.201(b), the licensee did not make an adequate
survey to verify compliance with 10 CFR 20.103 prior to entry into the stack
house on January 19; 1976.

BSEP Resoonse

At the time of tnis incident neither the Shift Foreman, Auxiliary
Operator, nor the Radiation Control and Test (RC&T) Technician correlated
the Area Radiation lionitor readings with the possibility of airborne radio-
active material or hydrogen buildup until they realized they were contaminated.
As a result of this incident, the following corrective actions have been
carried out:

1. This incident has been reviewed in detail with all
plant operators.

2. The details of this incident have been discussed with
the RC&T Group personnel.
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3. Discussion of this incident has been factored into the
Operator Retraining Program to ensure that periodic
review of the incident will be conducted in the future.

Tle beli'eve these corrective actions along with those identified n

gcpo« ~t Ho. 76-13 wi11 preclude recurrence of this incident in the future.
agO

,~~ir~ Although we have stated that several of the citations as specified
nno

concern of the Commission that all plant equipment be capable of.— lying c
erforming its intended function as desimed, and that the installed equipmene t
~et the design specifications. To that end, we intend to investigate our
-"ty Assurance Program to see if there are changes that can be made to
rengthen it and thereby avoid recurrence of the types of deficiencie

brought out by our investigations of this incident.

KAKQ

'+~

a MA1~~y,

Ply%~j

C HIM

~ ~

DBN:)we

Very truly yours,~ c~~
Vice President

Bu11 Power Supply
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In Reply Refer To:
IE:II:HAH
50-325/76-14

'IQMU44RCCia4l ~>."~

UNITED STATES
iXVCLBARREQVLATORYCOMMISStOvt

REGION ll
330 PEACHTREE STREET, N.VI.SU|TE &1&

ATLANTA,GEORGlA 30303

SEP 3 0 t~7S

Carolina Power and Light Company
ATTN: Mr. J. A. Jones

Executive Vice President
Engineering, Construction and

Operation
336'ayettevi,lie Street
Raleigh, North Carolina 27602

Gentlemen:

This zefers to the inspections conducted by Messrs. H. A. Wilber,
J. E. Ouzts and B. A. Byrne of this office on August 18»20, 24-27,

~ 30-31, September 1-3, and 7-9, 1976, of activities authorized by NRC
Construction Permi,t No. CPPR-68 for the Brunswick No. 1 facility, and
to the discussion of our findings held with Mr. B. J. Furr at the
conclusion of the inspection.

Areas examined duzing the inspection and our findings are discussed in the
enclosed'inspection report. Mithin these areas, the inspection consisted of
selective examination of procedures and representative zecozds, interviews
with personnel, and observations by the inspector.

,Mithin the scope of this inspection,, no items of noncompliance were disclosed.

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practicep"
Part 2, Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of this letter
and the enclosed inspection report will be placed in the NRC's Public
D Um t Room. If this report contains any information that you believeoc en ~

t be proprietary i.t is necessary that you submit a written appl ca on
'to this office requesting that such information be withheld from pu 1

o epr
b ic

disclosure. If no proprietary information is identified, a wri,tten
statement to that erfect, should be submitted. If an application is

b *tt d it must fully identify the bases foz which. information is
thatclaimed to be p opzietary. The application should be prepared so . a

f tion sought to be withheld is incorporated in a separate paperin orma on s u
and referenced in the application since the applicat'on wil e p1 be laced
in the Public Document Room. Your application, or written statement,
should be submitted to us within 20 days. If we are not contacted as
specified,„the enclos'ed report and th's letter may then be placed in .

the Publi.c Document Room.
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~~ould you have any questions concerning this letter, we will be glad
to dis'cuss them with you.

Very tzuly yours,

P. J. Long, Chief
Reactor Operations and Nuclear

Support Branch

Enclosure:
XE inspection Report No.

50-325/76-14
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMlSSIOII
REGION II

230 PEACHTREE STREET, NAV, SUITE 818
ATLANTA,GEORGIA 30303

nspection Report Ho. 50-325/76-14

Carolina Power and Light Company
336 Fayetteville Street
Raleigh, North Carolina 27602

facile.cy Name:
ockec Ho ~ o

License Ho.:
Category:

Brunswick Ho. 1
50-325
CPPR-68
B-1

Location'Southport, North Carolina

Type of'License: 2436 Hwt, BWR, GE.

Type of Inspection: Routine, Announced

Dates of Inspection: August-18-20, 24-27, 30-31, and
September 1-3, 7-9, 1976

Dates of Previous Inspection: August 3«4, 1976

Principal Inspector: H. A. Wilber, Reactor Inspector

Accompanying Inspectors: J. E. Ouzts, Reactor Inspector
B. A. Byzne, Reactor Inspector
W. E. Cline, Radiation Specialist

Other Accompanying Personnel: H. C. Dance,'hief (August 25-27, 1.976)

«hez Pazticipating Inspector: J. D. Martin, Reactor Inspector

Principal Inspection.
H. A. Wilber, Reactor Inspector
Reactor Projects Section Ho. 1
Reactor Operations and Nuclear

Support Branch/'r e.Rcvieved by: ~ C W (c<~
H. C.'Dance, Chief
Reactor Projects Section Ho.'
Reactor Operations and Hucleaz

Support Branch

„7~1/
Date

/;/~;
Dace
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,.i. ce ent Items
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ie-qnsee Action on Previousl Identified Enforcement Matters

,H~r Unresolved Items

Hone

Status of Previousl Renorted Unresolved Items

Hone

Y. Unusual Occurrences

Hone

"l. Other Si nificant Pindin s

A one-percent maximum power level operating license No. DPR-71
was issued on September 8, 1976. This license has a 300 megawatt
day limit.

VII. Hang ement Interview

Management interviews were held on August 20, 27, September 3 and 9,
1976, wit.h B. J. Purr, Plant Manager, and members of the plant staff
to discuss the scope and results of the inspection documented in
Details I through IV.
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prepared by: 'i~rl v ( J..
H. A. Vilber, Reactor Xnspector
Reactor Projects Section No. 1
Reactor Operations and Nuclear

Support Branch

Date

,Dates of Xnspection: August 30 - September 9, 1976

Revieve6 by: C g7 7(r
H, C. Dance, Chief Date
Reactor Projects Section No. 1
Reactor Operations and Nuclear

Support Branch

~ ~ Persons Contacted

Carolina Po~er & Li ht CP&L

J. Holder — Superintendent, Startup and Test
D, Allen - QA Supervisor
M. Jones - Operations Supervisor
G, Milligan —Maintenance Supervisor
V. Triplett - Startup Supervisor
M. Tucker - Startup Supervisor
C, Mittag —Senior Engineer, Nuclear Generation Services
J. Thompson - Regulatory Coordinator
S. Thorndyke - Nuclear Generation Specialist
M. Giddens - QA Technician

General Electric GE)

K. Nicholas - Test Engineer

United En ineers and Constructors &C)

T. Dalpiaz - Test Engineer
D. Prevatte - Test Engineer

2. Li 'e ee vc ns E aluation of Preooerational Test Results

The inspector verified that the licensee had evaluated and accepted
the results of completed preoperational tests as required by the
commitments in Sections 13.8.1.1 and 13.8.2.3. of the CESAR. The
exceptions to the tests had been identified by the test engineers
so that an evaluation could oe made by plant management. The
inspector reviewed 71 completed tests.
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The inspector reviewed the reports of the Corporate Quality Assurance
Audit Section (CQAA) and the Corporate Nuclear Safety (CNS) Section.

'wotests h'ad been witnessed by these sections and the zesults o1 eight
.completed tests had been reviewed. The inspector could find records of
only two tests that had been witnessed by the onsite QA group.

The inspector verified that the completed periodic tests that had been
performed were documented and the systems had been accepted by the
Operations Supervisor as required in the Cold Functional Procedure,

.3. Evaluation of Prep erational Test Results

The inspector reviewed the results of three preoperational tests to
verify that the requirements of the proposed Technical Specifi-
cations were met in the performance of the systems and that the
systems performed as described. in the FSAR.

The Reactor Building Leak Rate Test (P060) results were within the
limits given in Section 4.7.C,l.a of the proposed Technical Specifi-
cations.

/
The trips, interlocks, scoop tubes, and auxiliary systems for the
Recirculation System (P05) performed as described in Section 4.3.6.
of the FSAR.

The perfonnance of the Standby Liquid Control System (P010) satisfied
the requirements of Sections 3.4.3 and 4,4.A.2 of the'roposed
Technical Specifications.

The three tests that were reviewed had been performed with the
proper revisions to the procedures; all revisions were identified
in the procedures. All test exceptions weze identified and either
corrected in addenda to the tests or evaluated as having no effect
on the performance ox the system under test.,

A QA review of these three tests had not oeen performed at the time
of the inspector's review since the management approval to the test
results was given'on the day of the inspector's review. A program
of review is underway by both the onsite QA group and the Company
Nuclear Safety Section. The inspector willverify the conduct oz
these reviews during a future inspection.

'I

Fuel Receipt Inspection and Storage

The inspector observed tne inspection of several fuel assemblies to
verify that the inspect'on was perfoi ed as required by procecure FH-9,
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The inspector reviewed the records for 80 assemblies and verified
that the 24 assemblies that did not pass the first inspection had
all anomalies corrected and were accepted on a subs'equent inspection..
The licensee has accepted the 560 assemblies for the initial core
loading. The inspector had no questions on the fuel inspection
progzamo

5. Personnel. ualifications

The inspector reviewed the training file for the Maintenance Super-
visox'o verify that training and familiarization had been completed
in the area of Nondestructive Testing (NDT). This training fulfills
the commitments made by the licensee as documented in IE Report 50-
325/76-8, Details .I, Paragraph 3b.

6. Maintenance Procedures

The inspector reviewed Revision 3 of PMI' "ITE 480V Switchgear
Checkout" to verify that reassembly of the breaker was included in
the procedure and that post-maintenance test operation of the
bxeaker was required. This zevision conforms to the findings
documented, in IZ Report 50»325/76-8, Deta"'ls I, Paragraph 2c.

7., Overall Startu Pro ram 1

Sco e of Pro ram

The inspector reviewed the form and scope. of 33 Startup Test Proce-
duzes for conformance to the commitment in Section 13.8,3 of the
FSAR and the recommendations of R.G. 1.68.

Hithin the areas inspected, no discrepancies were identified,
pending decisions of NRR on proposed changes to the test px'ogxam
described in the FSAR.

Test Ox'nization

The inspectox reviewed Section 12.1 of the Startup Manual - (SUM)
to detexmine that contx'ol of the *test activities had been assigned
and the interfaces between group had been defined. Section 12,1 of
the SUi'1 was evaluated for conformance to the commitments in
Sections 13.8.1, 13.9.1, and 13.9.2 of the FSAR. Pith n the areas
inspected, no discrepancies vere. identified.

Test Pro ram Administza'tion

The inspector reviewed Sections 2.1, 12.1, 12.6, 12.8, 12.9, 12.10
and 12.12 of the SUM to determine that administrative contzo3s had
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been established for the scheduling and conduct of tests and for
the evaluation of the test results. These Sections were reviewed
for conformance to Section 6.8 of the proposed Technical Specifica-
tions and commitments in Sections 13.8.1 and 13.9.3 of the FSAR.
Within the areas inspected, no discrepancies were identified.

Startu Test Document Control

The inspector reviewed Section 2,1, 12.5 and 12.6 and Forms SU 12.3 and
12.4 of the SUM to determine that control had been established for the
revie~ and approvaL of test procedures and revisions to approved test
procedures- These Sections and Forms were reviewed for conformance to
Section 6.8 of the proposed Technical Specifications and commitments in
Sections 13.8.1.1 and 13.9.3 of the FSAR. Section 15.1 of the SMi
defines the requirement that only appro'ved operating procedures will be
used. This Section was reviewed for conformance with Section 6.8 of the
proposed Technical Specifications. Within the areas inspected, no
discrepancies were identified.

8. Plant Tour

The inspector observed approximately 20 examples of the cable
penetrations and cable tray flame proofing in the Diesel Generator
Building, Reactor Building, Cable Spreading Room, and the Control
Room. All installations observed appeared to be in compliance with
the requirements if Specification No. 9527-01-48-1 "Installation of
the Raceway System".

The inspector observed several Unit No. 1 control cabinets open
with no apparent work in progress. The I'.censee implemented Plant
Notice No. 6 to control access and work by personnel other than
CPEL employees. This notice went into effect on September 9, 1976.

The inspector verified that temporary security lighting had been
instaLLed in the area of the water treatment facilities.-,
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In Reply Refer To:
IE:II:FSC
50-324/77-4
50-325/77-4

UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
REGION II

230 P EACHTRE E STREET, N.W. SUITE 818
ATLANTA,GEORGIA 30303

NR 11 STT

Hzazcot..

Carolina Power and Light Company
ATTN: Mr. J. A. Jones

Executive Vice President
Engineering, Construction

and Operation
336 Fayetteville Street
Ral'eigh, North Carolina 27602

-Gentlemen:

This refers to the inspection conducted by Mr. J. E. Ouzts on January 31-
February 4, 1977, and Messrs. F. S. Cantrell and H. A. Wilber on
February 14-18, 1977, of activities authorized by NRC Operating Licence
Nos. DPR-71 and DPR-62 for the Brunswick 1 and 2 faciliti'es, and to the
discussion of our findings held with Mr. A. C. Tollison on February 4,
1977, and Mr. J. M. Brown on February 18, 1977, at the conclusion of the
inspection.

Areas examined during the inspection and our findings are discussed in
the enclosed inspection report. Within these areas, the inspection
consisted of selective examination of procedures and representative
records, interviews with personnel, and observations by the inspector.

We have examined actions you have taken with regard to previously
reported unresolved items. These are identiffed in Section IV of the
summary of the enclosed report.

During the inspection, it was found that certain activities u'nder your
license appear to be in noncompliance with NRC requirements. These items
and references to pertinent req'uirements are listed in Section I of the
summary .of the enclosed report.

This notice is sent to you pursuant to the provisions of Section 2.201
of the NRC's "Rules of Practice," Part 2, Title 10, Code of Federal
Regulations. Section 2.201 requires you to submit to this office,
within 20 days of you" receipt of this notice, a written statement
or explanation inreply including: (1) corrective steps which have

'eentaken by you, and the results achieved; (2) corrective steps
which will be taken to avoid further noncompliance; and (3) the date
when full compliance will be achieved.-



Carolina Power and" Light
Company

In accordance with Section 2.790 of the NRC's "Rules of Practice,"
Part 2, Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, a copy of'this letter
and the enclosed inspection report will-be placed in the NRC's Public
Document Room. If this report contains any information that you believe
to be proprietary, it is necessary that you submit a written application
to this office requesting that such information be withheld from public
disclosure. If no proprietary information is identified, a written
statement to that effect should be submitted. If an application is
submitted, it must fully identify the bases for which information is
claimed to be proprietary. The application should be prepared so that
information sought to be withheld is incorporated in a separate paper
and referenced in the application since the application will be placed
in the Public Document Room. Your application, or written statement,
should be submitted to us within 20 days. If we are not contacted as
specified, the enclosed report and this letter may then be placed in
the Public Document Room.

Should you have any questions concerning this letter, we will be glad to
discuss them with you.

Very truly yours,

F. J. Long, Chief
'eactor Operations and

Nuclear Support Branch

Enclosure:
IE Inspection Report Nos.

50-324/77-4 and 50-325/77-4
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DETAILS 'III I

Prepared by:
H. A. Wilber, Reactor Inspector
Reactor Projects Section No. 1
Reactor Operations and Nuclear

Support Branch

Date

Dates of Inspection: February 14-18, 1977

Reviewed by: ~J
H. C. Dance, Chief
Reactor Projects Section No. 1
Reactor Operations and Nuclear

Support Branch

'ate

1. Persons Contacted

Carolina Power and Li ht Co. (CP&L)

J. Brown - Superintendent, Technical and Administrative
R. Starkey — Superintendent, Operations and Maintenance
W. Tucker - Startup Supervisor
D. Allen - QA Supervisor
S. Thorndyke — Operations Supervisor
K. Enzoi — Administrative Supervisor
J. Pearson - Startup Engineer
M. Shields - Startup Engineer
L. McLaughlin —Operating Engineer
G. Peeler - Operating Engineer
J. Cribbs - QC Engine'er
E. Norwood - Training Coordinator
W. Atkinson - Engineering Technician
R. Wyhlidko » Engineering Technician
W. Allen - Stores Foreman
T. Howell — Shift Foreman
W. Johnson — Shift Foreman
M. Clark - Control Operator
R. Tart - Control Operator

NOTE: All findings and inspections relate to"Unit No. 1 in these
details.
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2. Fire Protection

The inspector reviewed the corrective action that had been taken as
part of the commitment to the item of noncompliance identified in
IE Inspection Report 50-325/77-1. The refresher course in the
implementation of FP5 "Welding and Burning Control" had been
presented to 18 of the 20 designated fire inspectors. The Quality
Assurance Supervisor stated that the plant QA personnel were
instructed to verify adherence to PP5 whenever welding or burning
is observed in the field. The Plant Mechanical Maintenance per-
sonnel are receiving training in their responsibilities as defined
in FP-5; to date, approximately 85K of the group have received
training. The remaining commitments will be completed by March 1,
1977. The inspector has no questions on the completed or proposed
corrective actions.

3. Loss of Offsite Power Test (SU 31

.The inspector reviewed the documentation of the corrective action
and retest of equipment that was done to satisfy the Level 1
acceptance criterion of SU 31. Two Diesel Generators failed to
continue to run during the performance of SU 31. The trouble was
corrected and the emergency power system was retested successfully
by using the same initiating signal. The inspector had no ques-
tions on the documentation of the retest.

4. Startu Pro ram Audits and Surveillance

The inspector reviewed the Corporate Nuclear Safety (CNS) Section
trip repozts dated December 2, 1976, January 18, 1977, and January 14,
1977. Thea trip reports document CNS Section reviews of startup
test procedures and staztup test results. No items of concern were
identified in the reports. There was no documentation that any
startup test performance had been observed by the CNS Section.

The inspector reviewed memorandum QA/151-6 (Decembez 2, 1976),
prepared by the Corporate Quality Assuzance Audit (CQAA) Section,
to verify that audits of the startup test program were being
performed in accordance with procedures. The findings identified
in memorandum QA/151-6 have been addressed in a proposed revision
to the Startup Manual (SUM). A second audit was performed by the
CQAA Section on February 1-4, 1977; however the evaluation memo-

randum was not available for review at the time of the inspection ~

59
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The inspector reviewed seven surveillance reports prepared by the
Plant Quality Assurance staff. The reports did not identify any
required corrective action in the startup program. At the time of
the review, February 15, 1977, the inspector could find no docu-
mentation to support the surveillance of test performance at Test
Condition 3 of the startup program; the Quality Assurance Supervisor
stated that additional effort would be made to increase surveillance'f test performance during the conduct of testing at Test Condition
No. 6;

The inspector had no questions on the documentation of surveys and
audits nor on the proposed increased performance surveys.

5. Corrective Actions Durin Startuo Testin

The inspector reviewed the documentation of the identification and
resolution of Exception No. 3 to SU 15 "High Pressure Coolant
ln)ection" (HPCI) test. The value of the HPCI discharge pressure
was identified by the licensee to be slightly higher than the
defined values of the procedure (1050 psig instead of 1048 psig).
The evaluation of the exception was made and documented as required
by Section 12.8 of the Startup Manual.

The inspector reviewed the documentation of the identification and
resolution of Exception No. 2 to SU 17 "System Expansion" test.
The test engineer identified that certain pipe hangers did not meet
the Level 2 acceptance criterion stated in paragraph 3.2.3 of SU 17.
The corrective action included reset of some hangers, re-inspection
of the hangers and a request for an engineering evaluation by the
architect engineer. The engineering evaluation was performed and
the hanger settings were accepted as recorded in the test.

The inspectbi had no questions on the areas reviewed.

6. Control Room Lo s Master Check Lists and Records

The inspector reviewed the Master Check List for fuel loading to
verify that the licensee had documented that all necessary pro-
cedures were approved as required by Technical Specification 6.8.2.
The Master Check List, also, documented the completion of the cold
functional :ests and was approved by the Shift Foreman and the
Operations Supervisor.
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The Shift Foreman's logs documented that the reactor water quality
met the requirement's of Technical Specification 3.6.B as a routine,
periodic entry.

The complete forms for Section B.4.5.1 through Section B.4.5.17 of
GP-1 "General Operating Procedure" were reviewed for initial heatup
of Unit 1 to verify that normal routines were followed and required
system checks were made during the heatup. The rod worth minimizer
was checked to verify that it had been initialized; this was docu-
mented by completed Section 4.4.3 of GP-1.

7 ~ Administrative Control of Startu Tes in

The inspector reviewed the Plant Nuclear Safety Committee (PNSC)
minutes for meetings conducted during January, 1977 to verify that
revisions to Startup Test procedures were reviewed in accordance
with Technical Specification 6.5. 1. 7.

The inspector reviewed the Test Summary Sheets and Plateau Review
and Approval forms for test conditions 1 and 2 to verify that the
licensee was evaluating startup test performance in accordance with
Section 6.0 of SU 0 "Startup Sequencing and Control."

The inspector reviewed the licensee's ev'aluation and completed
procedure forms for four startup tests to verify that acceptance
criteria were met or exceptions were noted. The tests reviewed
were:

SU 8 "RHR System" (Steam Condensing Mode)
SU 17 System Expansion" (Sections 8.1 and 8.3)
SU 23 "Feedwater System" (Section 8.1)
SU 22 "Pressure Regulator" (Sections 8.1 and 8.2)

The inspector had no questions on the areas reviewed.

Startu Manual (SUM)

The inspector reviewed a proposed change to the SUM that resolved a
descrepancy between the Section 12.6 of the SUM and Secton 4.5 of
the QA program. The SUM now requires that the Shift Foreman
document temporary revisions to Startup Test procedures in his
logbook. This had been identified by the inspector as Unresolved
Item No. 76-17/1; this item is closed.
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9. Plant Tour

The inspector- toured the Unit 1 reactor building and the plant
warehouse area. The inspector noted that an area radiation monitor
was malfunctioning on the refueling floor. A trouble ticket
(No. I-E-495) had been issued 5 days prior to the inspector's
observation and the licensee stated that periodic surveys were
being made to verify the radiation levels in the area.

The inspector observed that "Acceptance" and "Hold" tags were
properly filled out and attached to equipment. The inspector,
also, observed that the squib valve charges were properly iden-
tified for the specific Standby Liquid Control System.

10. SU 15 "Hi h Pressure Coolant In ection System"

The inspector witnessed the performance of Section 8.2 of SU 15
(Vessel Injection) on Pebruary 17,'977. The staffing requirements
of Technical Specification 6.2.2 and Section 12 of the SUM were met
and Site QA personnel were, also, observing the test. All pre-
requisites were signed off. One Level 1 criterion was not met
since the HPCI turbine tripped during the "quick start" sequence;
the turbine immediately restarted and all subsequent data appeared
to meet the acceptance criteria. The licensee is evaluating the
turbine trip.
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DETAILS III ~,

Prepared by:
;R. H. Wessman, Reactor Inspector
Reactor Pro)ects Section No. 1
Reactor Operations and Nuclear

Support Branch

Date

Dates of Inspection: January 17-21, 1977
.f

H. C. Dance, Chief
Reactor Pro5ects Section No. 1
Reactor Operations and Nuclear

Support Branch

Date

Dates of Inspection: January 18-21, 1977

Reviewed by:
F. J. Long, Chief
Reactor Operations and Nuclear

Support Branch

Date

1. Persons Contacted

CP&L

'E. H. Norwood - Training Supervisor
D. N. Allen - QA Supervisor
J. Wigginton - Health Physicist
J. P. Thompson - Regulatory Coordinator
M. Giddens « QA Technician
E. Enzor - Administrative Supervisor
J. A. Padgett - Environmental and Radiation Control Supervisor
R. B. Starkey - Operations-Maintenance Superintendent
A. C. Tollison — Plant Manager
J. M. Brown - Superintendent, Technical and Administrative
G. Milligan » Maintenance Supervisor
W. E. Atkinson - Engineering Technician
S. Plovers - Maintenance Representative, Nuclear Generation
S. Hoffman - Reactor Operator
A. Hegler - Reactor Operator
K. L. McLauchlin, Operating Engineer
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2. Trainin and uglification ,

The inspector reviewed selected training and personnel records to
determine the licensee's conformance to Technical Specifications 6.2
(Organization) and 6.3 (Facility Staff Qualifications). Additional
criteria included the licensee's commitments contained in FSAR

Sections 13.1 (Organizational Structure), 13.2 (Training Program),
and 13.4.3 (Continuing Quality Assurance). Records reviewed in-
cluded those of key supervisory personnel and several mechanics,
instrument technicians, and licensed operators.

All staff records inspected indicated that personnel met minimum
qualification requirements of ANSI N18.1-1971, Selection and
Training of Nuclear Power Plant Personnel, as required by Technical
Specification 6.3. Plant organization meets the requirements of
Technical Specification 6.2, and the NRC is cognizant of recent
personnel changes.

During the course of the inspection of training and qualification
activitie ., several observations were made by the inspector:

a. Figure 6.2-3, Plant Staff Organization, identifies nine key
supervisory positions as "SRO license desirable." Oi the
individuals currently occupying these positions, only one had
a SRO license.

b. Key supervisory personnel training records lack entries for
training received 'n the 36-hour Supervisors Training Course
(Novznber-December 1976) and Emergency Plan Training
(September 30, 1976). Several training records for mechanics
and I&C Technicians lacked entries for training received
concerning the security plan, radiological controls, and
emergency plan. Several licensed personnel training records
lacked entries relating to the Op'erator Monthly Experience
Report.

C ~ QA Program indoctrination and training, as required by
Section 13.4.3.D.7 of the FSAR had not been conducted for
various mechanics and I&C technicians. This training was
"in-progress" at the time of the inspection for mechanics,
and was to be scheduled for I&C technicians prior to the end

of February.

g l~
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d. QA Program indoctrination and training for several supervisory
personnel had not been completed. The licensee stated that
this training would be completed by March 31, 1977.

e. The licensee's site QA Surveillance organization inspected
training program activities and reported discrepancies on
Surveillance Report 231, The Retraining Program for BSEP
Licensed Personnel, dated November 12, 1976. The site train-
ing organization reported in a Corrective Action Report dated
November 28, 1976, that these discrepancies were rectified.
A reaudit by the site surveillance group January 10, 1977
indicated that a number of these discrepancies were not
rectified.

The licensee's activities relating to training will be reviewed by
the inspector on a future inspection.

3. Surveillance Activities

The inspector reviewed the licensee's program of surveillance
activities for conformance with Section 13.4.3 of the CESAR and the
requirements of Volume XI of the Plant Operating Manual (Quality
Assurance Program) - Section 10 Plant Surveillance, and QAP-2
(On-site QA Surveillance).

a ~ The inspector identified several surveillance reports which
failed to indicate the acceptance criteria employed by the
QC inspector in conducting his surveillance activity. These
reports were:

No. 243, Receiving Inspection, dated December 7, 1976

No. 248, Receiving Inspection, dated December 21, 1976

No. 252, Calibration Tools, dated December 30, 1976

No. 256, RCPT Documentation of Instrument Calibration,
dated January 7, 1977

The licensee stated that future surveillance reports would
include appropriate acceptance criteria.
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b. The inspector identified one surveillance activity which had
not been completed in accordance with QAP-2. Surveillance
Report 256, RC&T Documentation of Instrument Calibration,
dated January 7, 1977 was issued identifying several dis-
crepancies in calibration of RC&T equipment. The surveilled
organization was not required to take corrective action. The
10-day written response from the surveilled organization
(required by QAP-2) had not been generated. The licensee
stated that Surveillance Report 256 would be processed in
accordance with QAP-2.

c. The licensee has established a program to highlight, on a
monthly basis, outstanding items identified in surveillance or
audit activities. These reports, issued by the QA Supervisor .

to the Plant Hanager and other key supervisors, are entitled:
Plant Surveillance Action Items, Operations QA Action Items,
and Corporate QA Action Items. The inspector noted that
several Surveillance Reports (Nos. 160, 237, 251, and 247
which were conducted between August and December 1976) were
identified on the Plant Surveillance Action Report dated
January 17, 1977 as still "a~aiting written reply". This reply is
required by QAP-2 within ten days of the surveillance activity.

The inspector will review items b. and c. during a future inspection.

4. Cor orate A Audits

The inspector reviewed the licensee's program of corporate QA
Audits for conformance with Section 13.4.3.T of the CESAR and

the'equirementsof Technical Specification 6.5.3. The inspector
reviewed the audit reports and related documents for the following
audits:

- QAA/151-6, Preoperational and Startup Activity, November 16-18,
1976

- QAA/21-3, Operations, June 1-4, 1976

- QAA/21-5, SNM Control, November 2-4, 1976

An inspec".ion was made
Storage, identified in
did not assure control
crepancy was rectified
the site.

of one discrepancy relating to Warehouse H
QAA/21-3. The controlled area for Q-equipment
and segregation for these items. This dis-
prior to the'nspector's departure from

Within the areas inspected no other discrepancies were identif'ed.

S8
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5. Emer enc Plan

The. inspector reviewed the status of emergency plan training and
drills. The licensee's program was reviewed for conformance to
Section 13.3 (Emergency Planning) of the FSAR. Revision 5, dated
September 30, 1976, of the Brunswick Emergency Plan was reviewed
by the inspector. The licensee's plan for a future Emergency Plan
drill was reviewed.

The inspector reviewed the data and critique sheets from the most
recent Emergency Plan activation drill, conducted December 17,
1975. Most discrepancies identified as a result of that drill had
been rectified. One discrepancy remains outstanding. The emer-
gency plan drill revealed that plant alarms are not audible to
personnel at various locations in the plant. The licensee stated
that a program for a survey of alarm audibility is in progress.
The results of thi.s survey will be reviewed by'he inspector.

The licensee's emergency plan calls for drills to be conducted on
an annual basis. The licensee plans the next dri:11 prior to
February 28, 1977.

6. Plant Nuclear Safe Committee (PHSC

The activities of the PNSC were reviewed to confirm that the re-
quirements of Technical Specification 6.5.1. were satisfied. The
minutes of twenty-eight of the thirty-one meetings conducted
between November 1, 1976 and January 11, 1977 were reviewed.

One unresolved item was identified during this review. The PNSC

apparentLy does not have a mechanism to assure that each noncom-
pliance identified by the NRC is specifically reviewed. Such
reviews are required by Technical Specification 6.5.2.4.d. The
licensee stated that violations discovered by the site personnel or
that resulted in an event report were routinely reviewed by the
PNSC but not those reported by the NRC.

The inspector also reviewed plant procedures AI-9 (Rev. 3), AI-9.1
(Rev. 0), AI-32 (June 12, 1975), and ENP-4 (Rev. 1) associated with
activities of the PNSC. RP-4 had effectively replaced AI-32 which
had not been deleted. Prior to leaving the site the inspector was
informed that AI-32 was in process of being deleted. No other
problems were identified.
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The following documents vere reviewed and'bsezvations made by
the inspector:

Unit 1 Shift Foreman Log January 3.-17, 1977

Unit 1 Control Operator Log January 1-19, 1977

Unit 2 Control Operator Log January 16-19, 1977

. Units 1 and 2 Control Room observations and discussions,
January 19-20

The inspec or identified the folloving:

During the review period, Unit 1 HPCI was isolated once on
high delta temperature and Unit 2 isolated three times. This
is a continuing problem and the, need for early resolution was
discussed with plant management. A proposed design change had
previously been submitted to NRR.

LCO. conditions were found to be identified and a system to
establish required surveillance is in force.

Co Control room annunciators were numerous vith approximately 80
illiminated continuousLy on Unit 1 and 60 on Unit 2. It was
recognised that Unit 1 is in a startup test program. However,.
discussions with Unit 2 reactor operators on one specific

'nnunciator panel established that the DW Floor or Sump Leak
High could be reset and five other annunciators were on for a
specific cause all of which were knovn to the operator. The
need and desirability to minimize illuminated annunciators
was dis ussed with management. Work tovard this goal, in-
cluding design modifications, were stated to be in progress.

d.
I

Copies of the Shift Foreman Log vere noted as being circulated to
the Plant Manager, Operators/Maintenance Superintendent, and
the Operations Supervisor for their review. The inspector
noted that several notations made in the margin by management
were pertintent.



IE Rpt. Nos. 50-324/77-03
and 50-325/77-03

e. TS 6.8.2 requires that each procedure and administrative
policy shall be reviewed periodically as set forth in each
document. Paragraph 5.6.1 of Uolume I, Administrative
Procedures, provides the review frequency and specifies the
responsible supervisor. The .inspector found the review being
performed was not consistently documented in the four cate-
gories checked. Administrative procedures were checked as
reviewed on the required frequency yet major revisions were in
a preliminary state. Status of maintenance procedure review
was not documented. Emergency Plan review was marked on the
cover page. A site audit had reportedly looked in this area
the previous month and had had similar findings. No evidence was
found where the review status was reported or made known to
the plant manager although there is no specific requirement
for this to be done. The matter of implementing periodic
procedure review was discussed with plant management and will
be reinspected.

8. Re ortable Occurrences

Pour events, three of which were subjects of Licensee Event Reports
(LER), were reviewed to determine the licensee's methods of determining
abnormal events and that action taken was described and appropriate.

Unit 1, LER 76-4, High Torus Level (11/25/76)

The Operators Log 11/25 recorded starting and stopping of the
HPCI but did not mention high torus level. Discussion with
three shift personnel indicated the high level should normally
be ente ed in the log. The Shift Poreman's Log stated that at
ll:45 p,m. torus level was 2" high from inleakage of HPCI
minimum flow.. Neither the LER nor the logs addressed why the
torus level was permitted to increase past the high level alarm
point and 2" above the technical specification limit.. The
LER only addressed the possible mechanical failure. aspect of
the event. In this case the HPCI minimum flow switch involved
in the opening cycle was found to be out of calibration.
Ho~ever, as the LER .stated, this switch is not in the closing
cycle and thus it does not appear related to the high level.
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Review of maint'enance records indicates the referenced switch
was calibrated three times in the past 2< months. Two of the
calibrations indicated that setpoints were changed apparently
as a result of base calibration data not being located in the
equipment record file. It was located during the inspector's
review. Corrective instruction in this area appeared appro-
priate. This matter was discussed with the Maintenance
Supervisor and plant management.

b. Unit 2, LER 76-158, Diesel Generator Failure

The control air check valve, one of two check valves in
parallel, failed during a monthly periodic test (PT 12.2).
The reactor was in cold shutdown at the time. The inspector
confirmed that the DG was operable through the redundant check
valve by a review of the system layout, the trouble ticket,
and PT. The inspector discussed the preliminary plans of
installing air dryers in the system. The inspector questioned
the basis used for not in'specting other DG control air check
valves following the findin" of excessive rust in the first
valve. The licensee's response indicated the engineering study
plus the monthly test was considered sufficient at this time.

c. 'Unit 1 - LER 76-1, RHR Injection Valves

Review determined that the Operator's and Shift Foreman-'s logs
of 11/19/76 had entries regarding this malfunction and that an
LCO condition was identified and being followed until the
valve breakers were placed. Site personnel stated that the
supplemental report referenced is to be issued when all
specified breakers were replaced. The plant was awaiting the
breakers for the last two valves.

d. The licensee's administrative procedure (Section 4.4 of OM-1)
states that Incident Reports will be issued for all abnormal
occurrences. The inspector determined that although a LER was
prepared in the cases reviewed (LEE: 2-76-158; 1-76»3.) an
Incident Report was not. Thus the licensee's means for estab-
lishing whether a LER is to be issued is taken from logs,
LCO's and Incident Reports. It appears that, if the intent of
the Incident Report is to notify the proper personnel in order
to obtain corrective action, it is not being maintained to
fully accomplish this goal. This matter was identified to
Plant Management for correction.
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III-9

e. Limitorque Valve Settings

During o owup o of ll of work performed on the RHR Pump Secticn
valves 2Ell-1F004A and 2Ell-P004C the inspector determ n
that the limitorque settings had been increase
10/23 d 10/24/76 to meet local leak rate test requirements.
A T bl Ticket was issued to return the setting

an
to 2 on

10/31/76 since the valves were tripping the therma
rou e

t ermal overload.
The PNSC minutes of 11/3 documented a revie~ of these changes
and ordered the settings returned to 3.

The inspectors rev ew oi f the maintenance records indicated the
settings were at . an2 Pl t Supervision confirmed the valves

thou h thehad been laced at 3 following the PNSC action alt oug t e
maintenance records did not record h
had een p ace

d the chan e. The inspector
state d Limitorque setting changes should be properly contro e

dure overn-an rev ewe pd i d rior to any change and that a proce g
at resent.i h changes was appropriate. None exists a png t ese c

urer recommendedThe inspector confirmed that the manufacturer
settings are available for plant valve's as determined by
review of five specific valves. Plant management stated a
mechanism of controlling limitorque settings would be pre-
pared. This matter is designated as an unresolved item.
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December 22, 1972

SAFETY EVALUATION

BY THE

DIRECTORATE OF LICENSING

U. S . ATOMIC ENERGY COHHISSION

IN THE MATTER OF

CAROLINA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY

SHEEN HARRIS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT UNITS 1 2 3 & 4

WAKE AND CHATHAM COUNTIES, NORTH CAROLINA

DOCKET NOS. 50-400 50-401 50«402 & 50-403
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12.0 CONDUCT OF OPERATIONS

12.1 Or anization and Technical ualifications

CP&L has only a modest in-house corporate technical. support —'

base in direct support of its multi-unit nuclear construction

program and relies heavily on its contractors and consultants for

multi«discipline technical support in the design and construction

effort. The corporate technical support base is centered i.n the

CP&L Power Plant Engineering and Construction Department and

assisted by the Environmental and Technical Services Section
of'he

Special Services Department, the System Engineering Depart-

ment, and the Bulk Power Supply Department. In fulfillingits

responsibilities for the construction of new generating

facilities, the Power Plant Engineering and Construction Depart-

ment assures that the Engineering practices and applications will

result in plants that are technically acceptable, safe and

reliable.

Based on 'our review we have concluded that the applicant, its

contractors and its consultants are collectively
technically'qualified

to design and construct the Shearon Harris Nuclear Power

Plant. However, we intend to reevaluate the adequacy of the

applicant's corporate-level technical support base at the oper-

ating license stage taking into consideration the number of oper-

ating plants it must support.
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The applicant has proposed a total station complement of

approximately 10'4 personnel for units 1 and 2 of the plant and of

approximately 194 personnel for the four-unit plant. These

personnel will function in three main groups: Operations, Engi-

neering (Technical) and .'taintenance.

The Operations Group will consist of five operating shifts

supervised by an Operating Supervisor, who will be a Licensed

Senior Reactor Operator (SRO), and the Plant Superintendent. Each

normal shift for single unit operation vill be composed of five

personnel; a Shift Foreman (SRO), two Control Operators, who will

be Licensed Reactor Operators (RO), and two Auxiliary Operators.

For two unit operation two additional Control Operators (one SRO

and one RO) and one Auxiliary Operator will be added per shift for

a total of eight personnel per shift. For three unit operation

(over and above the staffing for two unit operation) one addi-

tional Shift Supervisor (SRO), one additional Shift Foreman (SRO),

one additional Control Operator (RO) and one additional Auxiliary

Operator will be added per shift for a total of 12 personnel per

shift. For four unit operation (over and above the staffing for

three unit operation) one additional Control Operator (RO) and two

additional Auxiliary Operators will be added per shift for a total

of 15 personnel per shift. At least one Health Physics Technician

and one Instrumentation and Control Technician will'be on site at

all times during multi-unit (more than one unit) operation.
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Approximately 103 plant level maintenance and engineering

technical support personnel are to be assigned to the plant. The

Maintenance Group willbe headed by a Maintenance Supervisor

(under the Plant Superintendent) who will supervise three sub-

groups headed by an Instrumentation and Control Supervisor, a

Mechanic Foreman and a Plant Supervisor (under the Plant Super-

intendent) who will supervise the Radiation Control and Test Fore-

man, various engineers and engineering technicians.

Ue have concluded that the applicant's plans for staffing the

facility are in conformance with current AEC guidance, will
provide an adequate operating organizatf,on and an adequate plant-

level technical support capability, and are acceptable.

12.2 Selection and Trainin of Personnel

The applicant has indicated its intent to meet the require-

ments of American National Standards Institute N 18.1, "Standard

for Selection and Training of Personnel for Nuclear Power Plants."

The initial training pxogram will be divided into five phases:

(a) Basic Nuclear Txaining Course; (b) Pi& Design Lecture Series;

(c) PWR Operator Training; (d) On-site Training at the facility

(e) AEC Licensing. In addition, plant personnel will be gi~en

training in health physics, emergency procedures, industxial

security, industrial safety and first-aid.
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12.0 CONOUCT OF OPERATIONS

12.2

12.2.1

Selection and Trainin of Personnel

'he

Plant Superintendent of the Shearon Harris plant will have the overall responsi-

bility for the conduct and.administration of the plant training program. At the

plant, the day-to-day implementation of the training program will be carried out by

the Plant Training Coordinator.

The applicant states that the curriculum and course material will be in conformity

to 10 CFR Part 55 and the American National Standards Institute N18. 1-1971, "Admini-

strative Controls for Nuclear Power Plants." The Carolina Power and Light Company

will conduct or contract for the teaching of each segment of the training program.

Certain segments will be provided by consultants specializing in this work.

'The training provided for personnel who will be licensed consists of the following

segments: nuclear fundamentals and radiation protection, systems and equipment, "-
pressurized water reactor technology, ten reactor training startups, reactor

simulator training, observation training at an operating pressurized water reactor,

onsite training, and regulatory examination preparation.

Haintenance and professional, technical personnel will receive training in specific

skills. All plant personnel will receive general employee training consisting of

training in emergency plans, radiological health and safety, industrial safety,

security procedures, plant-controlled access area, and use of protective clothing

and equipment.

Complete reco ds of all training administered will be maintained.

The information submitted relative'o the training programs is satisfactory at this
construction permit stage of revie~ to give reasonable assurance that qualified
individuals will be available for the preoperational test program, for operator

licensing and fuel loading.

In Supplement 1 to the Safety Evaluation Report, we concluded that "...except with

respect to assurances of agency and railroad cooperation, the requirements of Para-

graph 50.34 of 10 CFR Part 50 of the Commission's regulations regarding emergency

12-1
7 l
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Procedure
Number

Inspection Procedure
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GENERAL INSPECTION PROCE!HE'S

Enclosure 1 to MC 2513
Issue Date: 10-1-76

Procedure
Number

3030IB

30703B

Second Corporate Management Meeting

Management Meetings —Exit Interviews

May be Must be Must be
Started Started Complete

340-18 340-12 340-12

{ Eac Inspect on)

35301B

36301B

Quality Assurance for Preoperational
Testing

Operational Staffing Inspection

340-18 305

340-18 305

340«

340-3

39301B

40301B

Preoperational Test Program Records Insp.

Safety Committee Activity Inspection

305 305+3 340-1

340-6 340-1 340

41301B Inspection of Opez'ating Staff Training 340"12 340«4 340

42400B Plant Pz'ocedures Inspection 340-18 340"6

42450B

42451B

Operating Procedures Inspection

intenance Procedures Inspection

340-18 340-6 340

340-18 340-6 340

42452B ergency Procedures Inspection 340-18 340-6 340

42702B ire Prevention/Protection 340-18 340-1 340

60501B

71301B

uel Receipt and Stozage

echni.cal Specification Review

340-18 340-2 340-1

340-6 340-3, 340-1

80310B nvironmental Protection - Initial Insp. 340-18 340-12

80320B nvironmental Pzotection - Preop. Insp. 340-18 340-12 340-5

2513E1-1

79



Ggl'KRF;L INSPECTIO!"; PR0CEl'JC.'.ES

Enclo::ure 1 to l!C 2513
Issue l)a e: 10-3-'lb

Procedure
!;umber Title

~@aust. be
tarred

Ney be
Star te~ Must be

Comolete

80330B Environmental Protection - Final Preop.
Inspection 340-5 340-2 340

81100B

82310B

Physical Protection

Emergency Plan - Initial Mgmt. Meeting 340-18 340-12

340-3 340-1 340

82330B Emergency Plan - Offsite Agencies 340-5 340-3 340-2

82331B Emergency Plan —Pacilities, Procedures
and Equipment 340-5 340»3 340-2

82332B Emergency Plan - Tests and Drills 340-5 340-3 340-1

83310B
Initial Mgmt.

Radiation Protection » Meeting 340-18 340-10 340-5

83315B Initial Preop.
Radiation Protection - Insp'ection 340-18 340-5

,
83320B'adiation Protection - Preop. Inspection 340-5 340-3 340-1

84310B

84330B

84331B

84332B

85102B thru
85116B

Initial Mgmt.
Radioactive Waste Systems - Meeting

Preop. Liquid and Solid
Radioactive Waste Systems - Waste System

Preop. Gas
Radioactive Waste Systems - Waste System

QC and Capa-
Radioactive Waste Systems - bility Test

Materials Accountability

340-18

340-5

340-5

340-5

340-3

340-12

340-3 340-2

340-3 340-2

340-3 340-2

340-1 340

90711B . Nonroutine Event Review 340-6 340-3 340-1

91300B Inspection of Title 10 Requirements 340-18 340

2 "i13E1»2



Enclosure 1 to MC 2513
Issue Duse: 10/1/77

'ENERALINSPECTION PROCEDURES

Procedure
Number

92702B

r
Title

Pollowup on Items of Noncompliance

May be
Started

340-18

Must be
Started

Must be
Complete

340

92701B

92703B

92704B

92705B

Followup on Inspector Identified
Problems

Bulletin Pollowup/Action Letter
Pollowu

Inspection of Responses to Headquarte
Requests

Inspection of Responses to Regional
Requests

340-18

340-18

340-18

340-18

340

340

340

340

92706B Independent Inspection Effort 340-18 340

93700B

93701B

Inspector Dispatched to Site

Followup on Significant Event that
Occurs While Inspector is as Site

340-18

340-18

340

340

94700B Participation'in ACRS Meetings 340-18 =- 340

94300B
Inspection Preparatory to
Operating License Issuance 340-9 340-3 340

350KB

70370B

92715B

IE Input to NRR Review of QA Topical
Reports

Testing of Pipe Support and Restraint
Systems

Review of Part 21 Reports

340-18

340-18

Required

340-3

340

92716B Part 21 Report Pollowup 340-18 340

*Inspection procedure conducted on each inspection

as appropriate.

2513EI-3



October 10, 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR: File..

FROM: William H. Foster, Inspector/Auditor~
Office of Inspector and Auditor

SUBJECT: SHEARON HARRIS MATTER

,On October 6, 1978, I was contacted telphonically by Howard A. Wilbur,
Reactor Inspection Specialist, Division of Reactor Operations and Inspections,
Office of Inspection and Enforcement.

Wilbur advised that he had reviewed Dance's written testimony and could
find no mention of the gA problems listed in the inspection reports
(76-14 and 77-4) he advised Dance of in August/September 1977. Wilbur
said it was his understanding that a review of Brunswick inspection
reports was made in conjunction with the testimony. He added that the
findings in these reports should have "jumped right out at someone." ~

Wilbur said that he also could'ot find any mention of the finding,
with respect to gA problems, of an inspection report (77-3) delineated
in Cantrell's notes.'

Wilbur said it was his position that some discussion of CP3L's gA oer-
formance, as documented by the inspection reports, should have appeared
in Dance's testimony.

Wilbur agreed to discuss this matter with OIA when he returned from vacation.



REPORT OF INTERVIEW

On October 19, 1978, Kermit Whitt, Senior Reactor Inspection Specialist,
Division of Reactor Operations Inspection, Office of Inspection and
Enforcement (IE) was interviewed by David Gamble and William Foster,
Office of Inspector and Auditor (OIA). Nr . Whitt was advised of the
nature of the inquiry and that the results of the inquiry would be made
public. He was also advised of the applicable provisions of the Privacy
Act.

Mhitt stated that prior to his present position, he was IE Regional
Coordinator. Mhitt said he assumed this position in April 1976, after
spending between 3 and 3-1/2 years in Region II.
Mhitt advised the only exposure he had to Carolina Power and Light
(CP&L) plants consisted of his participation in two team gA inspections.

Whitt said the first of the, inspections was made at Brunswick 2, sixty
to ninety days prior to that unit receiving an operating license. Mhitt
stated that this inspection, which lasted about 3 weeks, was very difficult.
because during the first week the inspection team was unable to secure
the type of information it needed to evaluate CPEL's commitment to the
FSAR requirements with respect to its gA program. He added plant personnel
seemed unable to provide the inspection team with written procedures for
the Brunswick gA program. Whitt stated this problem was discussed with
plant management and, when the team returned a week later, they were
provided with the necessary information to complete the inspection.
Nhitt stated from his perspective, the only significant item he found
during the inspection was a lack of physical control for the jumpers and
bypasses. He added, however, CP8L agreed to implement such controls at
the close-out conference. Whitt stated he did not r eturn to Brunswick
to verify this commitment because he did not have the time as he was
principal inspector at two other Region II plants. Mhitt advised the
second gA inspection was made at H. B. Robinson sometime in late 1975 or
early 1976. Whitt advised he did not note any significant items during
this inspection. Mhitt stated he had no involvement in the preparation
of the 1977 Shearon Harris hearing. He added this was probably due to
his limited exposure to CP8L plants. Mhitt stated that based on his
experience with CPSL, there was no negative information concerning CP8L
he would have asked management to include in the Shearon Harris hearing
testimony.



REPORT OF INTERVIEW

On September 19, 1978, James P. O'Reilly, Director, Region II, Office of
Inspection and Enforcement (IE) was interviewed by Roger A. Fortuna and
William Foster, Office of Inspector and Auditor. Mr. O'Reilly was
advised of the nature of the inquiry and that the results of the inquiry
would be made public. He was also advised of the applicable provisions
of the Privacy Act.

O'Reilly stated that in the summer of 1977 he assumed the responsibilities
of his current position. He added he had previously been the Director
of Region I.
O'Reilly added that it was his understanding that Region II had been
involved in two previous licensing hearings requiring prepared testimony.
O'Reilly stated that based on his experience in Region I and Region II
that each hearing is unique and the scope and content of the testimony
is dictated by the particular subject matter, direction from the staff
attorney, and the individuals who are to testify. He added regional
management identifies those who they believe are most knowledgeable in
the area and task them with the responsibility for preparing the testimony.
He added that the testimony is prepared and time permitting, it is
forwarded to IE Headquarters and the to legal staff for review. O'Reilly
stated consistent with this practice, he assigned the lead responsibility
for preparing the Shearon Harris testimony to Charles Murphy, Chief,
Reactor Construction and Engineering Support Branch. He added Murphy
was given the task because it was a construction permit (CP) hearing
which fell within the Construction Branch's jurisdiction. He stated
secondary responsibility was given to F. J. Long, Chief, Reactor Operations
and Nuclear Support Branch. He added the latter Branch was also assigned
to the project because several of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board's
(ASLB) questions pertained to past operating experiences of other Carolina
Power and Light plants (CPSL).

O'Reilly stated that because CP5L had prior operating experience, the
cognizant operations Section Chief, Hugh Dance, was given responsibility
for the operations position of the testimony because he had an overview
of both of CP8L's operating units (Brunswick and H. B. Robinson). He
added Floyd Cantrell, the principal operations inspector at Brunswick,
was not given the task because he did not have any experience with H. B.
Robinson.

O'Reilly advised that there was no specific written policy for preparing
'testimony in Region II or IE Headquarters.

O'Reilly stated at the time the testimony was prepared he was not aware
of Cantrell's position with respect to CP8L. He added that neither he
or his Deputv Director saw the final testimony before the Shearon Harris
hearing.



REPORT OF INTERVIEW

On September 20, 1978, Frank Long, Chief, Reactor Operations and Nuclear
Support Branch, Region II, Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE) was
interviewed by William Foster and Roger A. Fortuna, Office of Inspector
and Auditor. Mr. Long was advised of the nature of the inquiry and that
the results of the inquiry would be made public. Long was also advised
of the applicable provisions of the Privacy Act.

Long was asked if his management or coworkers had either directly or
indirectly attempted in anyway to influence his position with respect to
the Shearon Harris matter prior to being interviewed by OIA. He responded
negatively.

Long advised that in August 1977, an action item was assigned to Charles E.
Murphy, Chief, Reactor Construction and Engineering Support Branch to
prepare testimony for the Shearon Harris Construction Permit (CP) hearing.
Long added he had "little to do" with the preparation of the testimony.

Long advised that as typical in Region II, the testimony was prepared by
the two most cognizant individuals in the Region. He added, in the case
of Shearon Harris, these individuals were Virgil Brownlee (Construction)
and Hugh Dance (Operations). Long stated Murphy had overall responsibility
because Shearon Harris was a CP hearing. Long advised that his only
involvement, other than to review the final package from an operations
standpoint, was to assure that the proper individual was handling the
assignment in an expedious manner since it was a priority item.

Long stated that no one in Region II has ever been trained in the preparation
and giving of testimony. He felt there should be a standard procedure
instituted for testimony preparations. Long advised that "he complained
for many moons". about the lack of procedures, but to no avail. He said
because of this lack of procedures, he and other Branch Chiefs had taken
the "ramrod approach" to preparing testimony, using their best judgment
as to "who should do it" and leaving it up to these individuals as to
"how to do it."
Long said that he has raised this issue in the past with the "lawyers on
North Anna," previous Region II Directors, and most recently with James P.
O'Reilly, present Region II Director shortly before the Shearon Harris
matter arose. Long advised that when he raised this issue in the past,
the argument was sometimes made that if there was a standard procedure,
items that were documented in any inspection would become part of the
testimony. Long added that this did not mean anything was to be covered
up, but rather to keep the number of witnesses to a minimum, as well as,
limiting the amount of irrelevant/duplicate information presented to the
Boards.



Frank Long

Long advised that one of the problems that can occur without standard
procedure for preparing testimony is that the content of testimony could
be inconsistent between hearings. Long stated that what was needed as a
minimum was a clear outline of what should be included for hearing
testimony. He said content of testimony is presently dictated by the
questions posed by the Boards as interpreted by the staff attorneys.
Long continued that the problem Region II is currently experiencing in
preparing testimony was attempting to be detailed and responsive while
at the same time trying to avoid irrelevant information. Long advised
that the Region has never been instructed to "flag problems" but rather
to "stick close to the issue" to avoid broadening the scope of the
hearing. He added the Board and the intervenors can broaden the scope
of the hearing as necessary during the oral testimony. Long concluded
that if,Region II had a definitive policy for preparing testimony, the
Shearon."Harris matter may have never happened.

Long advised that he had little dialogue with Oance while the Shearon Harris
testimony was being prepared. Long concluded Region II inspectors
needed training in hearing preparation. Long stated that normally If
Headquarters would review and concur in a testimony package but because
of the short turnaround for the Shearon Harris testimony, it was hand
carried to the staff lawyers at the hearing. Long stated he could not
remember if he concurred in the final testimony.

Long advised that he did not see Floyd Cantrell's notes before the
hearing nor was he aware that he still had serious concerns about Carolina
Power and Light (CP8L) management. Long stated that on the operations
side, the testimony was not prepared by the "first hand people," but
rather, by the first level of supervision which could have been "a possible
mistake." Long stated in response to a direct question, Cantrell should
have been given an opportunity to testify.

Long said that If inspection reports, although adequate for the purpose
intended, are not designed to be used for the detailed preparation of
hearing testimony. Long stated that a system should be designed that
doesn't place such a great reliance on the memory of a few individuals.

Long advised that the first time he became aware of Cantrell's notes was
when the Oingell letter was circulated in the Region in early 1978.
Long said, now being familiar with the situation, he disagreed with
Cantrell's recommended conditions for the Shearon Harris CP. He added,
rather, if there were lingering concerns on the part of Cantrell, they
could have been resolved by further inspections and resultant requested
corrective actions.



Frank Long w 3 'w

Long observed that the Region has recognized that CP&L has had management
problems, but not to such a"degree to recommend shut down of any of
their plants. Long reiterated he probably would have concurred in
Dance's testimony, being aware of Cantrell's notes, because CP&L had

"

been improving over the years.

Long elaborated by stating CP8L has been "in the nuclear business for
years" starting with CVTR research reactor . He said they then built H.
B. Robinson which was a Westinghouse turn key operation. Long continued
that CP&L hired their own architect engineer for the construction of the
Brunswick units and will manage all construction at Shearon Harris.
Long advised this indicates an increased willingness to accept responsibility
on the part of CP&L management.

Long again stated the process for preparing hearing testimony was "entirely
too informal." He added the same concerns are raised everytime, (e.g.,
"What the hell do they want?" and "Can we back it (statements at hearing)
up in our system of records?").

Long stated that in reference to the written testimony of .Dance, it was
clear to him that an individual inspector (Cantrell) would be speaking
of his own experiences, while a supervisor (Dance) would be giving a
"consensus of experiences and views of his subordinates."

Long advised, in hindsight, he would have highlighted Cantrell's concernsif he had testified because "there was no reason not to." He said he
would have followed this course of action because Cantrell's conclusions
would not have been supported by the record, adding he had no information
to reach a conclusion that CP&L wouldn't adequately manage and operate
Shearon Harris. Long stated he also would have referred to Cantrell's
position in the written testimony.



REPORT OF INTERVIEW

On September 20, 1978, Charles E. Murphy, Chief, Reactor Construction
and Engineering Support Branch, Region II, Office of Inspection and
Enforcement (IE), was interviewed by Roger Fortuna and William Foster,
Office of Inspector and Auditor (OIA). Mr. Murphy was advised of the

"-- nature of the inquiry and that the results of the inquiry would be made
public. He was also advised of the applicable provisions of the Privacy
Act.

Murphy was asked if his management or coworkers had either directly or
indirectly attempted in anyway to influence his position with respect
to the Shearon Harris matter prior to being interviewed by OIA. He
responded negatively.

Murphy stated that because of the operational slant of the Shearon
Harris hearing questions, Frank Long's group took the lead for preparing
the hearing testimony, even though Shearon Harris was seeking a construction
permit.

Murphy advised that he received "bits and pieces" of his Branch input
for the hearing testimony as provided by Virgil Brownlee, the principal
construction inspector at Shearon Harris. Murphy said Brownlee or
fellow construction inspectors reviewed the Shearon Harris, Brunswick
and H. B. Robinson docket files from a construction standpoint. Thus,
Murphy said Brownlee's testimony is supported by the record. Murphy
said concurrences were not sought for the hearing package because of
"time constraints," adding he would have concurred if given the opportunity.

Murphy stated he was unaware of Floyd Cantrell's position while the
testimony was being prepared, adding that even if he would have been he
wouldn't have "thought much of it."
Murphy advised that he himself has accidently given incorrect hearing
testimony which he later corrected after reviewing his transcript.
Murphy said based on this experience, he could understand how easy it is
to unintentionally provide incorrect testimony due to the tension generated
at a hearing.

Murphy stated that Hugh Dance should have told Cantrell he was not going
to include his dissenting view in the testimony. Murphy said he has
always told his subordinates that if they hold a dissenting opinion,
they can talk with him or go to the Region Director or higher if not
satisfied. He continued he was "certain" that in 1977 Region II employees
could go to any level of management to present a dissenting opinion.
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Murphy stated he did not specifically remember how he received the
assignment or how he reassigned it. He did recall, however, that Brownlee
had the primary construction'.responsibility.

Murphy said he reviewed a "marked-up" copy of the draft testimony and
did not see the final package put together by Dance.

Murphy stated there was no Region or IE Headquarters policy for preparing
hearing testimony, adding such testimony was prepared on an "ad hoc"
basis. He said the content of hearing testimony was dictated by the
issues in contention as interpreted by the staff lawyers. He added
Region II "leans heavily" on staff counsel to ensure inspector's answers
are responsive and do not raise other questions. Murphy said this
procedure is followed not to hide information but to establish a consistent
position.

Murphy stated NRC needed a standard written policy for developing hearing
testimony because the quality of the advice from the staff lawyers
varied with the experience and abilities of the attorney giving the
advice.



REPORT OF INTERVIEW

On September 19, 1978, Hugh C. Dance, Chief, Reactor Project Section
No. 1, Reactor Operations and Nuclear Support Branch, Region II, Office
of Inspection and Enforcement (IE), was interviewed by William Foster
and Roger A. Fortuna, Office of Inspector and Auditor. Mr. Dance was
advised of the nature of the inquiry and that the results of the inquiry
would be made public. Dance was also advised of the applicable provisions
of the Privacy Act. He was further advised that he was one of the subjects
of the inquiry and that he could be subject to disciplinary action.

Dance advised he transferred from Region III to Region II in July of 1975.
He added he had no involvement in the preparation of the testimony for
the cancelled 1975 Shearon Harris Construction Permit (CP) hearing.
Dance stated Richard Lewis prepared that testimony at the direction of
his Branch Chief, William Seidle. He added the 1975 scheduled hearing
was postponed at the request of the applicant, Carolina Power and Light
Company (CPSL). Dance advised that in mid-1976 he was transferred to
his present position, which included the responsibility for Brunswick
2. He added Brunswick 2 received an Operating License (OL) in December
1974, while Brunswick 1 received an OL in September 1976.

Dance stated that Howard Wilber, presently at IE Headquarters, had
start-up and testing responsibilities for Brunswick 1. He added Floyd Cantrell
was Principal Operations Inspector for Brunswick 2 and later assumed
operations responsibility for Brunswick 1 in June 1977. Dance stated R.
F. Sullivan, who had responsibility for Browns Ferry, assumed operations
responsibility for Brunswick 1 and 2 in September 1977. He added Cantrell
assumed responsibility for Hatch. Dance explained that there was an IE
policy to rotate inspectors after they had spent three years at a site,
which was the case with Cantrell at Brunswick. Dance said that in early
July of 1978, D. Hinckley took over Brunswick on an interim basis since
Sullivan was assigned to Browns Ferry as the resident inspector .

Dance advised that Brunswick was not a "trouble-free site," adding the
facility had a noncompliance history with numerous Licensing Event
Reports (LER). He added, however, that when you looked at the end
result of each event, CPSL eventually took the proper action.

Dance advised that the Technical Specifications for Brunswick provide
that only one or two of the top nine plant management positions "require"
a Senior Reactor Operators License (SRO). He added that the Technical
Specifications state SRO "desired" for the other plant management positions.
Dance stated he did not know why the Technical Specifications, which are
Licensing's responsibility, were drafted in that manner, adding that
having "desired" as opposed to "required" made them less stringent.
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Dance stated the first time he became aware that Cantrell had a problem
with the personnel at Brunswick was in June 1976 when he received a
memorandum from Cantrell in this regard. Dance added he did not specifically
recall any discussions in this regard prior to June 19?6, adding he only
transferred into Projects that month. Dance advised that he discussed
the contents of the memorandum, which was sent through him to Frank Long,
his Branch Chief, with Long. Dance said he prepared a forwarding memorandum
on the substance of Cantrell's memorandum to IE Headquarters. Dance
stated he had a number of discussions with Cantrell or Long or both. He
stated, in general the conversations dealt with what the Technical Specifi-
cations really said (e.g., BWR SRO requirements as opposed to PWR requirements
and plant personnel qualifications). Dance advised that in response to
the forwarding memorandum to Headquarters, Headquarters concurred in his
determination that there was no violation of NRC requirements with
respect to the Technical Specifications.

Dance stated that Cantrell wrote another memorandum in January 1977,
after making several inspections at Brunswick, again questioning the
qualifications of the personnel at Brunswick. Dance stated he prepared
a response to Cantrell, agreeing to conduct a special management inspection
at Brunswick. Dance stated he asked R. H. Wessmen, a member-of his
staff, to prepare for the inspection. Dance said Wessmen prepared an
inspection outline which he commented on and approved. Dance said that
based on the second Cantrell memorandum, he felt it was necessary for
the Region to resolve the issue by using an independent party who could
make a reassessment which could be utilized by Regional management in
making a final determination. Dance states the inspection was conducted
in mid-January. Dance advised that the findings were: 1) plant management
met Technical Specification qualifications, 2) plant management was not
spending enough time in the plant as shown by a review,of available logs
and records, 3) plant management was planning and taking action to
arrange for SRO/BWR-type training, and 4) the plant was experiencing a
significant turnover in personnel. Dance added the inspection did not
determine the cause of the high turnover but he speculated the possible
causes were long hours, relatively low pay and management attitude.
Dance stated the overall conclusion of this portion of the inspection
was plant personnel were meeting minimum requirements but there was room

'orimprovement.

Dance stated that on March 17, 1977, a management meeting was held with
CPSL to discuss maintenance problems at Brunswick. He added that

during'he

course of the meeting the results of Wessmen's inspection were also
discussed. Dance advised that he was satisfied with CPSL's planned
actions with respect to the inspection's findings. He added Cantrell,
as a result of the meeting, was "getting a better feeling" of CPEL.
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Dance advised that between the Harch meeting and the preparation of the
testimony of the Shearon Harris hearing; no problems of major consequence
were identified, as a result of inspections conducted by Cantrell. He
added, however, that Cantrell reported a repetition of events, indicating
an inattention to detail and follow up on the part Brunswick management.
Dance stated that in his view there was still a general trend toward
improvement on the part of CPSL. Dance advised that Cantrell had never
mentioned the possibility of CPSL financial difficulties prior to September 1977.

Dance advised that in late August 1977, he was notified by Long that he
would. have to prepare testimony for the rescheduled Shearon Harris CP
hearing. Dance states he and Long determined verbally the best way to
prepare for the hearing would be to update the 1975 testimony.

Accordingly, Dance stated he contacted all of the Section Chiefs and
Branch Chiefs in Region II requesting their input for the testimony.
Dance advised that he received all oral input with the exception'f
J. Hufham, Emergency Planning, who responded in writing. Dance said the
input he solicited was only in respect to operations, adding Virgil Brownlee
solicted the construction input.

Dance advised that prior to the solicitation of input, he and Brownlee
contacted Charles Barth, Hearing Counsel, for the purpose of receiving
guidance on the preparation of testimony. According to Dance, they were
advised to answer the five questions provided by the Atomic Safety and
Licensing Board (ASLB) in 1975 in detail, strengthening their previous
answers with personal views of the cognizant inspectors.

Dance advised that in early September 1977, he asked Floyd Cantrell to
provide input for the testimony. He said that Cantrell was to work up
some "base data" on Brunswick, adding he did not give the ASLB questions
to Cantrell but was reasonably certain he had them. Dance stated he
also asked Darrel Hinckley to update the 1975 testimony by reviewing the
H. B. Robinson docket from that point in time to September 1977.

Dance advised he asked Howard Milber, who had start-up and testing for
Brunswick, if he had any problems with CP&L and Milber replied he did
not. Dance said he did not know if Milber saw the ASLB questions.

Dance said that essentially his mission was to update and supplement the
operations portion of the 1975 testimony, adding that he spoke with
Richard Lewis who prepared the 1975 testimony. Dance said Lewis had
minimal input. Dance advised that over the next four weeks he had
several conversations with Barth seeking clarification of how the testimony
should be prepared. Dance said that he did not advise Barth of Cantrell's
position during any of their conversations because he felt he had adequately
incorporated Cantrell's position in the draft testimony.
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Dance advised that he completed his section then met with Brownlee who
had completed the construction portion and "meshed" the two sections
together in a final draft. Dance advised that he thought he then submitted
the draft to Charles Murphy for review.

Dance advised he discussed the prepared testimony on numerous occasions
with Frank Long, but did not know if Long saw the final draft. Dance
stated he did not believe Long saw Cantrell's notes. Dance did not know
to what extent, if any, he discussed Cantrell's notes with Long. Dance
didn't think he discussed Cantrell's notes with anyone else. Dance
stated he did not know if anyone else saw Cantrell's notes.

Dance stated both Milber and Hinckley advised him they did not have any
problems with CP&L management. Dance agreed that the testimony should
have reflected Cantrell's views and he believes that it did. He stated,
however, it was also to include the views of others whose input was
solicited, adding this input "moderated" Cantrell's views. Dance said
that in addition, he factored in his own exposure with CP&L, which was
broader than any of the line inspectors, and the resultant product was a
fair and accurate representation of the Region II position. Dance
stated he did not remember telling Cantrell he had the option to testify
at the hearing.

Dance advised he hand carried copies of the testimony to the hearing.
Dance advised that the day he was to testify he met with Brownlee, Barth
and a number of the hearing staff for a few minutes. He said Barth only
advised him to address the ASLB's questions and be responsive to the
board. Dance said no mention was made of Cantrell's conclusions.

Dance was asked to explain the rationale for his answer to Or. J. Venn Leed's
question. He stated that when he answered the question, he was "not
worried about it" and was thinking that he had nothing to add to what
was already in the prepared testimony which had previously been entered
into the record. Dance stated the prepared testimony showed that CP&L
had personnel turnover problems, a high number of LER's and noncompliances,
but essentially demonstrated that the general trend for CP&L was
improvement.

Dance advised as he and Brownlee were waiting to testify late in the
day, Brownlee received a call that his wife had been rushed unconscious
to a hospital emergency room. Dance said, Barth approached the ASLB off
the record and advised them of this occurrence. According to Dance, the
board took their testimony shortly thereafter. Dance advised that he
and Brownlee then immediately departed for Atlanta.
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Dance stated he viewed his testimony as accurately reflecting a concensus
for the Region II and since no one else had serious problems with CP&L,
he did not present Cantrell's naked conclusion. Dance stated that he
believed he accurately reflected the factual information in Cantrell's
notes to the ASLB in his written testimony; I

Dance stated this was the first time he testified at a licensing hearing.
Dance advised, as an afterthought, Shearon Harris was "years away" from
operation and the general positive improvement in CP&L's management led
him to believe there would be no problems in CP&L's management and
operation of Shearon Harris.

Dance concluded by stating that no Regional manager told him he was to
present a dissenting opinion, adding it was his understanding that
testimony was prepared presenting only the regional position.

Dance stated that since there was a general trend toward improvement at
CP&L with respect to their personnel problems he saw no reason to put
conditions in the CP.

Mr. Dance was reinterviewed telephonically by David Gamble and Hilliam Foster,
OIA, on October 23, 1978.

Dance stated that Charles Barth did not suggest in any manner whatsoever
that he (Dance) "soft-peddle" the Shearon Harris testimony with respect to
his (Dance's) projection on available operating personnel for the four units.

Dance advised that he mailed copies'of the written testimony to the motel
Barth was staying at in Raleigh, North Carolina, the beginning of the week
that he testified. He said he did not mail copies of the testimony anywhere
else. Dance stated, based on his testimony before the ASLB at the hearing,
he had no indication as to whether the ASLB had read his written testimony
prior to his appearance.

Dance advised that he did not recall Howard Wilber citing any gA reports
or offering his opinion that CP&L had shown weaknesses in their gA program
when he (Dance) solicited his oral input for the testimony.

Dance stated he did not receive any negative comments concerning CP&L operating
experiences from the Region II Branch Chiefs and Section Chiefs when he
solicited their input for the testimony.

In response to a direct question, Dance advised that the ASLB was comparing
construction personnel with operating personnel on page 4, item 3, on their
August 30, 1978 letter to the Commission. He added he was positive Cantrell
was "strictly discussing operating personnel." Dance said that he instructed
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Cantrell to update the 1975 testimony by reviewing the Brunswick inspection
file. He stated Hinckley, who had limited experience at H. B. Robinson,
'updated that portion of the 'testimony because T. N. Epps, the principal
operations inspector at Robinson, had recently terminated his employment
with NRC.-

Dance contacted OIA later in the same day, and advised that upon further
recollection, he did remember a conversation with Wilber about CPSL gA
problems. Dance stated he could not remember if the conversation was in
conjunction with the preparation of the Shearon Harris testimony, but
though it was in the same time frame. Dance stated he did not include
the events Milber cited in the inspection reports in the hearing testimony
because-CP8L had taken corrective action and the items were no longer an
issue.



REPORT OF INTERVIEW

On September 19, 1978, Virgil L. Brownlee, Principal Inspector, Projects
Section, Reactor Construction and Engineering Support Branch, Region II,
Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE), was interviewed by Roger A. Fortuna
and William Foster, Office of Inspector and Auditor. Hr. Brownlee was
advised of.,the nature of the inquiry and that the results of the inquiry
would be made public. Brownlee was also advised of the applicable
provisions of the Privacy Act.

Brownlee stated he had no involvement in the preparation of the 1975
Shearon Harris testimony. Brownlee advised that he has been the principal
construction inspector at Shearon Harris since about February 1977. His
responsibilities include both conducting inspections and coordinating
inspections made by other Region II inspectors. Brownlee said that
basically, his responsibilities were to monitor the development of the
site QA-QC program and "housekeeping" functions of the equipment Carolina
Power and Light (CP&L) had in storage at the Shearon Harris site.
Brownlee advised that as the time neared for construction-'o begin at
Shearon Harris, he prepared an inspection report that was critical of
the limited action CP&L had taken to prepare the site facilities for the
administration supervision, engineering, and QA-QC personnel. He
added he discussed the matter with CP&L's Senior Vice President and
advised him that there would soon be 2,300 workers on site and CP&L
needed to insure that the site had adequate facilities to accommodate
these people. Brownlee added that they. provided CP&L is in the process
of providing adequate facilities as noted in subsequent inspection reports.
Brownlee concluded that based on this action CP&L has been responsive to
these concerns.

Brownlee stated that in August 1977, Charles Murphy, his Branch Chief or
Alan Herdt, his Section Chief, asked him to prepare the construction
portion of the testimony for the Shearon Harris Construction Permit (CP)
hearing. Brownlee said he and Charles HcFarland, another principal
.inspector .in his Section updated the previous prepared 1975 testimony.
He added this was accomplished by reviewing the inspection reports on
Brunswick 1 and 2 from 1975 until August 1977. Brownlee said that the
files for H. B. Robinson were not reviewed because Robinson's construction
inspection activities had ceased prior to the 1975 proposed Shearon Harris
CP hearing. However, the original material developed for the 1975 Shearon
Harris hearing were reviewed by Brownlee, hicFarland, and discussions were
held with the Robinson principal inspector.

Brownlee stated that while he was on an inspection of Shearon Harris, it
was decided by Hugh Dance, who was preparing the operations portion of
the testimony, and Charles Barth, the responsible Office of the Executive
Legal Director attorney, that joint testimony, would be prepared.
According to Brownlee, he and Dance put together a draft of the testimony
when he returned from Shearon Harris. Brownlee advised that the testmony
was finalized while he was on an inspection trip to Farley, Alabama.
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Brownlee advised he prepared his portion of the testimony and specifically,
answers to the five questions posed by the Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board, based on conversations with Jack Bryant, Principle Construction
Inspector at Robinson and Charles McFarland, Principal Construction
Inspector at Brunswick and the 1975 Shearon Harris testimony. He added
he received the 1975 testimony from Richard Lewis, who at that time
(1975) was responsible for preparing the Shearon Harris hearing. Brownlee
advised that none of the information received indicated CP8L would not
be able to capably construct Shearon Harris.

Brownlee stated that after his testimony was reviewed and approved by
Murphy, he went to Dance's office to put together the total package.

Brownlee stated he reviewed the final product before the'hearing.
Brownlee added he did not discuss or question the operations input since
he was responsible solely for the construction portion of the testimony.
Brownlee 'said he was not aware of Floyd Cantrell's position on CP8L
until Congressman Dingell's request.



REPORT OF INTERVIEW

On September 18, 1978, Floyd C. Cantrell, Reactor Inspector, Reactor
Projects Section No. 1, Reactor Operations and Nuclear Support Branch,
Region II, Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE) was interviewed by
Roger A. Fortuna and William Foster, Office of Inspector and Auditor,
(OIA). Nr. Cantrell was advised of the nature of the inquiry and that
the results of the inquiry would be made public. Cantrell was also
advised of the applicable provisions of the Privacy Act.

Cantrell was asked if his management or coworkers had either directly or
indirectly attempted in anyway to influence his position with respect to
the Shearon Harris matter prior to being interviewed by OIA. He responded
negatively.

Cantrell stated that he provided input to a number of questions provided
to Region II by the Office of Executive Legal Director (ELD) in conjunction
with the 1975 scheduled Shearon Harris Construction Permit (CP) hearing.
He said this input was based on his six-months inspection experience at
Carolina Power and Light's (CP&L) Brunswick unit, which was then in pre-
operational testing.

Cantrell advised he became the principal operations inspector at Brunswick
in August 1974. He added, shortly thereafter a quality assurance (gA)
inspection was conducted. Cantrell said it was concluded that CP&L's gA
program at Brunswick was not adequate. Cantrell stated based on this
finding, CP&L made several changes and in December 1974 the Region
determined that CP&L's gA program was then acceptable. Cantrell advised
he used this data as basis for his response to the 1975 CP hearing
questions and concluded that CP&L was capable to operate Shearon Harris.
Cantrell stated he did not review the 1975 testimony because the hearing
was cancelled.

Cantrell advised that in August 1977 he was asked by his supervisor,
Hugh Dance, to provide input for testmony to be given at the rescheduled
Shearon Harris CP hearing. Cantrell said he drafted, in rough form, a
summary of his views and support for his opinion with respect to CP&L's
ability to operate the Shearon Harris units. He added he submitted
these notes to Dance and after a discussion Dance asked him to redraft
the notes in a readable form. Cantrell advised that he was not asked by
Dance to tone down his views and the notes he resubmitted for Dance on
September 16, 1977 were the same as his original draft. Thus, Cantrell
stated he did not rediscuss their content with Dance. Cantrell advised
that immediately thereafter he left for an inspection of VEPCO's Surry
facility. Cantrell said he then went on vacation for a week and returned
to the office about October 3, 1977. Consequently, Cantrell said he did
not see the final testimony before the hearing.
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Cantrell advised that he has inputted into other hearing testimony and
"doesn't think Dance was trying to hide anything." He added, however,
that the issues he raised should have been pursued by Dance and the
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB).

Cantrell stated he was not asked to testify nor did he expect to be
asked to testify. He elaborated by stating because of the many problems
CP&L had experienced and the fact Dance was aware of them he expected
Dance to present his views to the ASLB. Cantrell added he had more
experience with CP&L than any other Region II inspector.

Cantrell elaborated on some of the problems he had experienced with
CP&L. Cantrell advised that in February 1976 Region II personnel had a
management meeting with CP&L to discuss, among other things, general
management problems at Brunswick. He added that he wrote a June 21, 1976
memorandum to F. J.; Long (see Attachment I) questioning the qualifications
of the Brunswick staff based on high turnovers experienced at the plant.
Cantrell stated he drafted another memorandum on January 4, 1977 (see
Attachment II), questioning CP&L's ability to safely manage a Boiling
Mater Reactor (BMR). He added that in this memorandum he also requested
a management systems inspection at Brunswick to determine if plant
personnel were meeting the minimum staff qualifications.

Cantrell advised Richard Wessmen, of his group was directed to conduct
such an inspection effort as a result of the above memorandum. Cantrell
stated he essentially agreed with Messmen's finding that plant personnel
only meet the minimum ANSI requirements for operating Brunswick 1&2.
Cantrell stated his primary concern was that even though staff was
meeting minimum requirements, most staff experiences was with a PMR and
Brunswick 1&2 was a BWR with significantly different systems.

Cantrell stated that a January 11, 1978 management meeting was held with
CP&L to discuss general management problems and .the results of Messmen's
inspection. Cantrell said that CP&L did make some plant management
changes. He added, however, it was his opinion that this was done to
satisfy NRC and not to improve the management at their plants. Cantrell
advised that at this time CP&L was also experiencing financial problems
and this may have impacted on their ability to hire qualified personnel.

Cantrell stated that after CP&L received an Operating License in December 1974
for Brunswick, he had to be escorted by a CP&L employee at all times in
any part of the plant. He added this was strictly an internal CP&L-
policy, not mandated by NRC. Cantrell said also,- in order to get into
radiation areas for an inspection, he was required by CP&L to obtain a
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Radiation Nork Permit (RNP). He said this requir d filling out a request;
going to the shift foreman; and finally going to the CP&L health physics
official. Cantrell said that after following these procedures, on one
occasion he observed a CP&L employee leaving a radiation area without a
RNP. Cantrell advised that on another occasion at an unannounced inspection
he was not allowed to enter the facility gate for one hour and 15 minutes.
Cantrell said on another occasion he was not allowed into the containment
for two hours. Cantrell stated that in order to alleviate some of these
problems, his supervisor, Hugh Oance, made arrangements with CP&L to set
up a blanket RNP. He added that after such an arrangement was made, he
sought access to a radiation area and he was told to wait for a shift
change.

In response to a direct question, Cantrell stated that the above experiences
did not influence his attitude t'oward CP&L management. To the contrary,
Cantrell said he toned down his written appraisals of CP&L management
because he did not want to appear biased in his views.

Cantrell elaborated on his September 16, 1977, input to the Shearon Harris
testimony. Cantrell advised that his overall conclusion based on his
three years at Brunswick, was that CP8L probably could not adequately
manage and operate the proposed Shearon Harris facility with their
current personnel. Further, CP&L would probably not have the necessary
personnel to manage'and operate the units unless conditions were placed
in the Shearon Harris CP. Cantrell added that it was also incumbent
upon the South Carolina Public Utilities Commission to grant CP&L a rate
increase to allow CP&L the funds to hire the necessary qualified people.
Cantrell stated, in response to a direct question, CP&L should begin
bringing people on board in the next two or three years, even though the
units will not become licensed operational for about eight years, because
extensive training is required. Cantrell added, even though CP&L has
identified a pool of personnel to operate Shearon Harris, based on the
high turnover he observed at Brunswick, there is no guarantee these
people will be around when Shearon Harris becomes operational.

Cantrell commented on his statement in his notes that "as a result
persons have been promoted or reassigned to positions for which they are
not qualified as the Tech Specs or FSAR may imply." Cantrell advised
that only one or two senior plant personnel at Brunswick had Senior
Reactor Operator Licenses (SRO). He-stated this did meet the minimum
qualifications of the Tech Specs. He added, however, this was only
because the Tech Specs stated "SRO Oesired" as opposed to "SRO Required,"
Cantrell stated that some of the Brunswick personnel were technically
qualified but not for the positions they were in, while other personnel
only had the minimum experience requirements. He stated that he felt
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CP&L did not do this purposely, but the situation was caused by the long
hours employees had to work and the resultant high turnover. Cantrell
concluded that although not in violation of NRC requirements, plant
personnel at Brunswick .were only "technically meeting the minimum requirements."

Cantrell advised that CP&L, for the Brunswick units, submitted a significant
number of Licensing Event Reports (LER) for 1975-77. He noted that this
is not necessarily indicative of poor management, but could be interpreted
as an attempt by the licensee to be forthright with 'NRC. However,
Cantrell added that he had prevailed upon CP&L to submit a number of
Special Information Reports to NRC which concerned significant unreported problems
not covered by LER submissions.

In reference to technical problems raised in his notes, Cantrell made
reference to the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling problem. Cantrell
concluded that good alert management would have stepped-up surveilance,
although not required by the Tech Specs, and resolved the problem in a
more timely manner. Cantrell observed that the issue "got lost in the
shuffle."

Cantrell made reference to another technical problem presented in his
notes. He advised that he prevailed upon CP&L to request a Tech Spec
change regarding the "High Pressure Cooling Injection" issue (HPCI).
Cantrell said that after the Tech Spec was approved by Licensing, CP&L
could not implement the change because they did not have an approved
design for the change.

Cantrell stated that as another example of CP&L's lack of responsiveness,
CP&L was advised on three separate occasions to refrain from leaving the
HPCI room doors open. He added that as of two months ago, CP&L still
had not taken any action to rectify this problem.

Cantrell advised the above information should have been presented to the
ASLB. He added he didn't press Dance on the issue prior to his (Dance's)
testifying because he assumed Dance would present his (Cantrell's) views
to the ASLB. Cantrell said that if the ASLB had received all the information
in his notes, including his conclusion, they may have placed conditions
in the CP. Cantrell said that he did not object to Dance presenting the
Regional position to ASLB, but he did object to the implication that this
position was unanamious. Cantrell stated he did not immediately review
the testimony because he assumed his views had been presented to the
ASLB. He added when he did review the testimony he did not make an
issue of his views not being presented because he had felt that it would
not have done any good.
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Cantrell said that if the ASLB had received all the information in his
notes and determined a CP should be granted for Shearon Harris without-
restrictions he could have "lived with it" even though he would have
disagreed with the decision.

Cantrell stated the issue resurfaced in early 1978 when Congressman
Oingell, Chairman of a House oversight committee, solicited the NRC for
examples of matters in which employees had disagreed with NRC positions
presented to licensing boards. It was at this time he first advised
Dance he disagreed with his testimony, according to Cantrell. Cantrell
stated Dance advised him to tell Frank Long about the problem. Cantrell
said, subsequently Dudley Thompson, Region II Deputy Director, discussed
the situation with him in order to prepare a response which was later
forwarded to Headquarters.

Cantrell advised that there were other Region II line inspectors that
shared his views, in varying degrees, with respect to CP&L's management
capabilities. In this regard he suggested OIA interview the inspectors
whose names he had provided to Dance (see Attachment III).
Cantrell was not aware of any formal NRC policy for preparing hearing
testimony.

Cantrell stated that subsequent to the hearing, he inspected Georgia-
Power and Light's Hatch unit and Vepco's Surry facilities. He noted a
better management attitude at these plants.

Cantrell stated the information in Dance's testimony was factually
correct. He added, however, the problem was that Dance did not present
all of the examples of poor management on the part of CPSL he had indicated
in his notes. It was Cantrell's opinion that if Dance did this, the
ASLB may have pursued the issue in more detail. Cantrell concluded that
he did not believe Dance deliberately mislead the ASLB and probably just
misunderstood Dr. J. Venn Leed's question.

Cantrell advised that he probably should have testified at the hearing.

Attachments:
As stated



June 21, 1976

P. J. Long, Chief, Reactor Operations aad Nuclear Support Branch, Region
II,'fficeof Inspection aad Enforcement

THRQz H. C. Dance, Chief, hucleaz Support Section, Regioa II, Office of
Inspection and Enforcement

STAFF gIALZFZCATIQNS BRUNQilCK '2

During the past fee months, Bzzxaswic3c has had a large number of changes
ia, management personnel both at the site aad ia theCr corporate offices.
As a result of announced. changes and resignations during the past month,
the principal staff that was used to staztup Bzuaszd.ck 2 has been completely
zepLu:~at the site

1
~ \

Brunswick's Technical Specifications require that the staff meet the
mizdmum qualificatioa specified by ANSI N18 1-1971. Zf we equate aa SRO
license for a PAR to be the equivalent foz a ER of "...The experience
and craning normally recpdred for examination by the AEC (NRC) for a
Senior Reactor Operator's licease whether or not the examination is
taken." (ANSI 18.1-1971, paragraph 4 2.1), both the Plant Haaager and
the Superintendent, Operations md Uaiatenance have the z ixdaum quali-
fications. Both hold unaxpirad SRO licenses at the H. B. Robinson
Plaat. The Superintendent, Technical and Administrative has not had the
tzainixzg for aa SRO license for either a FUR or BMR, (not required by
ASNI 2.8.1-1971) nor has he had any specialized training for a WR. He
has beea at Bz'uaswic3- 2 since Hazch 1975 as QA .Supped.soz. The Operations
Supervisor has been in the position since October 1975 when the orig~
Operations Supervisor was transferred to Raleigh. (He is fuUy quali ied
for his gob )

The Radiation Control and Test Supervisor meets the requirements of both
ASNZ 18.1-1971.and Reg.GthLide 1.8. Ze has held this position since
April 1976. He is the third person ia this position.

The Maintenance Supervisor gust meets the mini~ expel.ence required by
ASNI 18.1-1971, however, he does not have ~...nondestructive testing
familiarity..." required by Pazag aph 4.2.3 of ANSI 18.1. Ee 's c~ently
zeceivixg this training. O'K has committed to completing this trig
by September 1, 1976.

His mediate supervision, the Superintendent, Operations and Fwiatenance
vas the Haintenanca Supervisor at the H. B. Robinson Plant, aad is
available to provide backup in this

area..'~'he

Engineering Supervisor {the third man in this position since issuance
of the license) has resigned effective the end of June. His successor
has not been annouaced.

Attachment I



P. J. Long

The QA Supervisor meets the qualification described ia the PSAR. He was
appointed. ta this position June 1976

The Tra~~ Supexvisor resimed effective June 19, 1976 His rep?acement
has not beea annouaced

J

While not directly a part of the Plant Staff, the GE Operations P~er
for the startup of Brunswick 2 has been reassigned to the GE training
school in 7<orris, XIIiaois. His replacement appears to be qualified for
his gob, but does not provide continuity ia the gob.

\

A number of operators and Shift foremen have resigned during the past
1 1/2 years duriag a period when the country was in a recession aad new
gobs were not plentiful.

A large turnover of personnel is not unusual,during the erst two years
of operation, however, normally, the bulk of this turnover is due to
promotion aad the experience gained during startup is stiII, available to
the plant. At BnmmrLctc, fou members of the staxtup staff have resigned.
Three members have been txaasferred ta positions that would not normally
provide assistance to the current staff.

The reasons given for leaving usually include the long hours required by
the gob (60 hours per werc plus). L. this is the real reason, with
Uaf.t 1 in, early preoperational phase and Unit 2 scheduled for refueling
in the Spring.1977, I would expect the high turnover to continue .

1'il: '

I'would recommend that this concern be brought to the attention of CP&L
and/or. Licensing, and that. we. determine what plans CP&L has to stabilize
their work. force, ox'o provide continuity and experience.

4

P ~ CantreII, Principal Xnspector
Reactor Prospects Section Vio. 1
Reactor Operations and Nuclear

Support Branch
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H. C. Dance, Chic, Heactor Prospects Section . o. 3., Beactor
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November 1, 1978

MEMORANOUM FOR: File

FROM:

SUBJECT:

William H. Foster, Inspector/Auditor-
Office of Inspector and Auditor

SHEARON HARRIS MATTER

On October 31, 1978, I contacted telephonically Floyd C. Cantrell,
Reactor Inspector, Reactor Projects Section No. 1, Reactor Operations
and Nuclear Support Branch, Region II, Office of Inspection and Enforce-
ment. Cantrell stated that he did not believe Hugh Oance instructed him
to review the Brunswick inspection file to prepare his (Cantrell's)
input for the Shearon Harris testimony. He added this wouldn't have
been necessary since he was thoroughly familiar with'he Brunswick
history. Cantrell advised he used his own notes and,records to prepare
his input for the testimony.

Cantrell advised Mike Wilber had mentioned to him concerns he (Wilber)
had with respect to CP8L's gA program on several occasions. Cantrell
stated he did not include these concerns is his testimony input because
(1) his input was not meant to be all inclusive with respect to CPSL
problems and (2) he did not "think of" the problems Wilber voiced when
he prepared the input for the testimony.

Cantrell said that he was probably asked to prepare the Brunswick input
because Robert Sullivan, the principle inspector at Brunswick at the
time the testimony was being prepared was on vacation.



REPORT OF INTERVIEW

On'September 20, 1978, Richard C. Lewis, Chief, Reactor Projects Section
No. 2, Reactor Operations and Nuclear Support Branch, Region II, Office
of Inspection and Enforcement .(ISE), was interviewed by Roger A. Fortuna
and William Foster, Office of Inspector and Auditor. Hr. Lewis was
advised of the nature of the inquiry and that the result of the inquiry
would be made public. Lewis was also advised of the applicable provisions .

of the Privacy Act.

Lewis stated that in 1975, William Seid'le, then his Branch Chief received
an action item from Harry Thornburg at IE Headquarters directing Region II
to prepare testimony for the scheduled Shearon Harris Construction
Permit (CP) hearing. Lewis stated that he was given the task of preparing
the testimony by Seidle, adding he (Lewis) had overall responsibility at
Brunswick 2:when, the* plant was in the start-up and test phase.

Lewis advised he received a copy of a letter from the Atomic Safety and
Licensing Board (ASLB) which contained five questions the Board wanted
answered in conjunction with the hearing. Lewis said that he received
this letter from Charles Barth, the responsible staff attorney for the
hearing. He added he had several conversations with Barth for the
purpose of clarifying the intent of the ASLB's questions so Region II
could be responsive. Lewis advised that based on these conversations,
he developed more detailed subsets of questions. Lewis said he then
gave the more detailed questions to the cognizant Region II inspectors
for the purpose of soliciting their input for the testimony. Lewis
advised these inspectors were Herb Whitener, principal operations inspector
at H. B. Robinson; Jack Bryant', principal construction and preoperational
testing inspector, H. B. Robinson; Floyd Cantrell, principal operations
inspector at Brunswick;.iand Charles McFarland, principal construction
inspector at Brunswick.

Lewis stated that based on his experience with Carolina Power and Light
(CP8L)" and the input of the four inspectors, he prepared the hearing
testimony. Lewis believed the testimony was "signed out" by Seidle
while he (Lewis) was out of the office and forwarded to Thornburg.

Lewis advised, that there was no Region II policy in existence in 1975
on how to prepare testimony for licensing hearings. He added he developed
the draft testimony for the scheduled Shearon Harris hearing based on
his conversations with Barth. Lewis stated that in 1975, CPSL was not"the strongest utility." He stated, however, CP&L was improving their
quality assurance (gA) program, both at the plant and corporate level.
Lewis advised Cantrell, who he characterized as a good inspector, did
not have "any problems with CP8L" in 1975, which was borne out by his
input for the 1975 testimony.



Richat d C. Lewis &PM

Lewis stated that no one who contributed to the 1975 testimony raised
any concerns about CPSL receiving a CP nor were any conditions recommended
for the license. 4

Lewis advised that he had no involvement in the preparation of the 1977
Shearon Harris testimony. He believed he gave the 1975 testimony package
to Hugh Dance another Section Chief in his Branch who was responsible
for preparing the 1977 testimony.



REPORT OF INTERVIEW

On September 19, 1978, Charles R. McFarland, Principal Inspector, Project
Section, Reactor Construction and Engineering Support Branch, Region II,
Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE) was interviewed by William Foster
and Roger A. Fortuna, Office of Inspector and Auditor (OIA). Mr. McFarland
was advised-of the nature of the inquiry and that the results of the
inquiry would be made public. McFarland also was advised of the applicable
provisions of the Privacy Act.

McFarland was asked if his management or coworkers had either directly or
indirectly attempted in anyway to influence his position with respect to
the Shearon Harris matter prior to being interviewed by OIA. He responded
negatively.

McFarland stated he was the principal construction inspector for Shearon Harris
during the proposed facilities initial stages. He added he was also the
principal construction inspector for Carolina Power and Light's (CPSL)
Brunswick 1 and 2 units from December 1972 until April 1975. McFar land
advised that in August of 1977 he was informally assigned to the task of
reviewing and summarizing all previous construction inspections for
Shearon Harris and Brunswick 1 and 2; He added the purpose of the task
was to prepare for the Shearon Harris Construction Permit (CP) hearing.
McFarland stated upon completing this task, his written input was supplied
to Virgil Brownlee of, his group. It was McFarland's understanding
Brownlee in turn supplied this support to Hugh C. Dance, Chief, Reactor
Projects, Section No. I, Reactor Operations and Nuclear Support Branch.
McFarland stated it was his understanding that Dance was tasked as the
overall coordinator for the Shearon Harris testimony.

McFarland said that his input was accurately represented by Dance with
respect to .responding to the five written questions asked by the Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB). McFarland stated that it was his
posi.,tion there was no reason for not granting a CP for Shearon Harris.



REPORT OF INTERYIEW

On September 19, 1978, Jack C'.< Bryant, Chief, Engineering Support Section
No. 1, Reactor Construction and Engineering Support Branch, Region II,
Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE), was interviewed by Roger A. Fortuna
and William Foster, Office of Inspector and Auditor (OIA). Mr. Bryant
was advised of the nature of the inquiry and that the inquiry would be
made public. Bryant was also advised of the applicable provisions of
the Privacy Act.

Bryant was asked if his management or coworkers had either directly or
indirectly attempted in anyway to influence his position with respect to
the Shearon Harris matter prior to being interviewed by OIA. He responded
negatively.

Bryant stated that from about July 1968 until June 1970, he was the
principal construction inspector at Carolina Power and Light s (CP&L) H.
B. Robinson Unit.

Bryant advised that he supplied testimony input for the cancelled 1975
Shearon Harris Construction Permit hearing, but could not remember any
specific details. He did remember noting "two or three problems" with
respect to CP&L's operation of H. B. Robinson but concluded that CP&L
was fully capable to operate the proposed Shearon Harris facility.
Bryant stated he could not remember if he was asked formally to input
for the 1977 Shearon Harris testimony. Bryant added if he was, such a
request would have come from Charles E. Murphy, Chief, Reactor Construction
and Engineering Support Branch or Frank J. Long, Chief, Reactor Operations
and Nuclear Support Branch. Bryant stated, if he did input, he would
have advised Murphy or Long that it was his opinion CP&L was fully
capable of operating Shearon Harris.

Bryant stated he based the above opinion on the increased knowledge of
CP&L management resulting from their operating experiences at H. B. Robinson
and Brunswick 1 and 2. Bryant stated since assuming his present position
he has dealt quite frequently .with CP&L management and has found them to
be cooperative and effective.



REPORT OF INTERVIEW

On September 18, 1978, Richard H. Messmen, Reactor Inspector, Reactor
Projects Section No. 1,. Reactor Operations and Nuclear Support Branch,
Region II, Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE) was interviewed by
Roger A. Fortuna and William Foster, Office of Inspector and'uditor.
Mr. Wessmen was advised of the nature of the inquiry and that the results
of the inquiry would be made public. Messmen was also advised of the
applicable provisions of the Privacy Act.

Wessmen was asked if his management or coworkers had either directly or
indirectly attempted in anyway to influence his position with respect
to the Shearon Harris matter prior to being interviewed by OIA. He
responded negatively.

Wessmen stated he had no input into the testimony for the Shearon Harris
proceeding. Wessmen advised that from January 17 through 21, 1977 he
and Hugh Dance, his Section Chief, conducted an inspection at Carolina
Power and Light's (CPSL's) Brunswick facility. He stated, among other
things, he and Dance reviewed CP8L's management and administration
controls at Brunswick. Wessmen said that the management portion of this
review was initiated at the request of Floyd Cantrell, the principal
operations inspector at Brunswick. Wessmen added, Cantrell did not take
part in. this inspection.

Wessmen advised that he conducted most of the management inspection
himself. Messmen stated he wrote a memorandum, in addition to the
inspection report, on his assessment of CPSL management (see Attachment
I). He added the memorandum was sent through Dance to his Branch Chief,
Frank Long. Messmen stated that after the inspection, Region II discussed
the findings of the inspection with CPSL management.

Wessmen advised his input concluded there were "difficulties with CPKL
management" but he did not conclude they should be shut down. Wessmen
stated that Dance was "probably justified" in not requesting his input
for the Shearon Harris testimony because of his limited involvement with
CP&L. He added his one contact with CPSL was adequately documented on
the record. Wessmen advised he was unqualified to presently make a
judgment as to whether CP8L would have adequate personnel in the future
to run the Shearon Harris facility properly. He did agree the findings
of his inspection report were relevant if placed "in the context of the
age and the scope of the inspection."

Wessmen stated that he was not aware of any Regional or Headquarters
policy regarding the preparation of hearing testimony.

Attachments:
As Stated
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February 14 1977

MEMQRAÃ)UH FOR: H. C. Dance, Chief, Reactor Projects Sectioa No. 1,
Reactor Operations and Nuclear Support Branch

HRH R. H. chessman, Reactor Inspector, Reactor Projects
Section No. 1, Reactor Operations aad Nuclear
Suppozt Branch

SUBJECT-'lSPECTOR EVALUATION OP BRUNSWICK PLAHT SUPERVISORY
ACTIVITIES

During the veek of January 17»21, 1977, I participated in an inspection
of the Bruasvick Plant supervisory activities. This inspection, docu-
mented in Details .XII of Inspection Report No.. 50-324/77-3, vas to
provide an appraisal of senior site staff (10 positions) qualifications
and invo1vement in plant activities. This evaluation supplements
comments noted in the Inspection Report and includes comments verbally
made directly to corporate management on January 21, 1977.

1. Supervtso Involvement Tn-Plant

h suzvey vas made of the Brunswick guardhouse computer recozds for
the period of January 3-16, 1977, to make an estimate of the time
speat in the plant (vice. in the administration building or else-
vhere) far the 10 senior supervisory personnel. The guardhouse
computer records avery use of individual "key cards" when an
individual enters or .leaves the restricted area of the pleat; heace
an estimate of an individual's "in-plant time" may be made for the
period of time under consideration.

Of the four most senior supervisory personnel (Plaat Manager,
Opera tioas~inteaaace Superintendent, Technical-Admini stra tive
Superintendent, aad QA, Supervisor) two had not been in the plant
during this am-veek period. Of the other senior supervisozs, two
had beea in the plant oace aad oae had been in the plant twice
during this period. Noae of these supervisors vas away from the
facility (vacation, etc.) foz more than one day during this period.

CONTACT: R. H. Vessmaa
221-6068



B. C. Dance

The licensee holds dai1y planning meetings to discuss plant activities
but the two individuals who had aot been in the plant at all during
this period did not attend all of these meetings nor do they review
operator logs, according, to the licensee.

2. Trainin and lificati.oa

All the supervisory personnel meet Technical Specification and ANSI
H18.1 - 1971 quaUficatioa zequiremeats. However, several sratistics
~ere determined from training aad pezsonnel records reviewed during
ted.s inspection:

a. Most training records did not reflect recent trainiag received.

b. The site training coordiaator has ao formal BUR training (but
has nuclear navy experience) .

Co Only two pf the 10 senior supervisors have BWR traiaiag, other
than a 3@our supervisor's short course given in November-
December 1976.

Only four of the 10 senior supervisors have nuc1ear navy or
formal (college) nuclear»related education.

Pour of the 10 senior supervisors have ao record of receiving
QA training, other than a short introductioa given in the 36-
hour supervisor's course.

Three of the four most senior supervisors onmite have oaly
been an-site about seven moaths'. Due to the scheduling of
drills, they have participated in only one fire dri11 and in
ao emergency plan drills.
Nine of the senior supervisory positions are identified as
"SRO License desirable" in Figure 6.2-3 (Plant Staff Orgaai~-
tioa) of the Technical Specifications. Only one of these
supervisors bas a SRO licensee and the licensee stated that
there vera ao immediate plans for others to obtain a SRO
license.

3. Personnel Turnover

There has been coasfderable turnover of supervisory personnel in
the past year. Except for the QA Supervisor, Administrative
Supezv sor, aad Tzaiaiag Coordinator, aX1 of the top ten supervisoryl
management positions oa the site have had at least three occupaats.



E. C. Dance «3»

The inspector discussed three outstanding suxvei1lance reports with
the cognizant supervisors. An effox't was made to determine the
supervisor's knowledge of the surveillance discrepancy and the
corrective action to be taken. Xt is the inspector's opinion that
these cognizant supervisors were not familiar with the discrepancy
or the corrective action.

Anal sis of Licensee Event Renorts (LM's)

The inspector reviewed two IZR's to determine the level of super-
visox involvement in the activities leading to the particular event
and the supervisory analysis of that event,.

a. Field Change FECP 1503A "Drywell H2 —02 Analyzer Cooler
Change to CAC System," resulting in LER 76-157.

This field change was made to the Drywell H 0 Analyzer Cooler
in accordance with Licensee modification procedures. To
facilitate the modification the drainpot solenoid valves were
disconnected (not covered by the modification procedure)~ A
failure to reconnect these solenoid valves resulted in an
inoperative Analyzer at power requiring the submission of a
LZR. The licensee's corrective action focused on: (1) ins~g
review bodies verify adequate checkout steps are in modifi-
cation packages; and (2) revising the procedure for processing
modifications.

It is the inspector's opinion that the licensee Xailed to take
adequate corrective action in that no steps were taken to
instruct craft personnel concerning cbanges to a modification
procedure. Changes to an approved modification procedure that
ax'e not documented and reviewed may result, in this type of
equipmen't casualty.

b. Modification to Transformer Taps on Startup and Energency
Transformers, resulting in LER 76-153.

This modification was made in accordance with licensee modi-
fication procedures. Changing the transformer taps requires
de-energizing the transformer output which, fn turn, Qe-
energizes the Unit 2 air compressor. The loss of air resulted
in deflating the boot (which had a previously unknoMn leak) on
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the spent fuel pool gate resulting in a los spent fuel pool
level. The corrective action, as described in LER 76-153,
focused on the spent fuel pool leaking boot seal and a pro-
posed, fuel pool level alarm.

Xt is the inspector's opinion that the licensee failed to
fuUy analyze the event's cause. The transformer was secured
vithout consideration for loads served by that transformer.
The modification procedure provides no direction concerning
transformer loads, and no corrective action vas taken concerning

. insuring appropriate detail in modification procedures.

6. Inspector Evaluation

Although Brunsvick supervisory personnel meet hÃSI N18.1 - 1971
qualification requirements, it is the inspector's opinion that
staff training could be increased and that a deeper involvement in
day to-day plant activities is merited. This opinion vas discussed
~Mx CP&L management subsequent to the inspection. SpecificaU.y
rec~ended are:

—increase level o BWR technical training
—encourage more inplant time

—obtain "SRO-level" training for a greater percentage of the
supervisory staf f

—increase supervisor attention to plant activities, QA audits,
and analysis of licensee events

- stabilize personnel turnover

R. H. Wessman, Reactor Xnspector
Reactor Pro)ects Section No. 1
Reactor Operations and 'Nuclear

Support, Branch

cc: F. S. Cantrell
E. A Wilber



REPORT OF INTERVIEW

Darrell G. Hinckley, Reactor Inspector, Reactor Projects Section 1,
Reactor Operation and Nuclear Support Branch, Region II, Office of
Inspection and Enforcement, was interviewed telephonically on October 17,
1978 by William Foster and David Gamble of the Office of Inspector and
Auditor. Hinckley was advised of the nature of the inquiry and that
the results of the inquiry would be-made public,. He was also advised
of the applicable provisions of the Privacy Act.

Hinckley said he is currently the principal Operations Inspector at the
Watts Bar Nuclear Power Plant. He said he was the principal Operations
Inspector at Brunswick during August and September 1978. Hinckley stated
that from approximately August 1977 to September 1978 he was the principal
Operations Inspector at the Robinson plant. Prior to August 1977, Hinckley's
only association with the Carolina Power and Light Company's (CPSL) Nuclear
Power Plants was to serve as a backup inspector to Floyd Cantrell on a
number of occasions at Brunswick.

According to Hinckley, sometime around August 1977, Hugh Dance asked him
to gather some facts about operating experience at Robinson. Hinckley used
computer printouts to develop the information on the non-compliances and
licensing event reports at Robinson. He said he also had to review some
of the Robinson inspection reports to gather additional information on
these items. Hinckley said he then passed onto Dance a tabulation of the
data he collected. Dance asked Hinckley what his opinion was with respect
to CP&L's operating experience and Hinckley responded that he was "kind
of neutral" due to his limited involvement with Robinson up to that time.

Hinckley said there was "nothing significant" with respect to CPSL's operating
experience at Robinson in the data he presented to Dance. Hinckley said
he was aware that this information was being used by Dance in connection
with the Shearon Harris hearing. Hinckley reviewed a dr aft of Dance's
written testimony, and he felt Dance had satisfactorily covered the material
that Hinckley gathered.



REPORT OF INTERVIEW

On September 8, 1978, Charles A. Barth, Attorney, Office of the Executive
Legal Director (ELD) was interviewed by Roger A.= Fortuna and William Foster,
Office of Inspector and Auditor. Mr. Barth was advised of the nature of
the inquiry and that the results of the inquiry would be made public.

Barth, who advised he was the responsible staff attorney for the Shearon
Harris CP hearing, stated that he had an informal conversation with
Dick C. DeYoung and Domenic B. Vassallo, the Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation's Division of Project Management.. Barth said he was advised
that an Office of Inspection and Enforcement (IE) inspector alleged his
views were not properly represented at the Carolina Power and Light
Company (CP&L), Shearon Harris Construction Permit (CP) hearing in thefall of 1977. Specifically, the inspector felt that Virgil Brownlee and
Hugh Dance, two Region II-IE supervisors, did not properly present his
views on CP&L's management capabilities in their testimony before the
Atomic Safety Licensing Board (ASLB). Barth added this conversation
took place on March 31 or April 3, 1978.

Barth advised that based on this conversation, Vassallo forwarded the
pertinent background information concerning the allegation,(see Attachment
I) to ELD. Barth stated that after reviewing and discussing this information
with Dick Brown, his Section Leader, James M. Cutchin, another ELD
attorney, and Milton J. Grossman, Chief Hearing Counsel, he contacted
Brownlee, who advise'd him the line inspector 's (Floyd Cantrell) concerns
were an operations matter which was under Dance's jurisidiction. Barth
recalled that he and/or Cutchin discussed the situation with Dance on
one or more occasions. Barth stated that in general, Dance told him
and/or Cutchin that Cantrell's position was that CP&L did not pay close
enough attention to the operations of the Brunswick and Robinson plants,
and based on this he (Cantrell) questioned the utility's ability to
adequately manage Shearon Harris. Barth said Dance added he (Dance)
disagreed with Cantrell and testified accordingly.

Barth advised he then discussed the situation with Cantrell, who stated
he felt Brownlee's and Dance's testimony adequately represented his
factual input to the prepared hearing testimony but did not accurately
represent his opinions concerning CP&L's management capabilities. Barth
said Cantrell advised him that he had supplied written notes on his
assessment of CP&L's management capabilities to Dance prior to the
hearing and agreed to forward the notes to Barth.

Barth stated upon receiving the notes, he, Brown, Cutchin and Grossman
reviewed them and the hearing testimony and concluded Brownlee and Dance
had made no factual misrepresentation to the ASLB. Barth advised that



Charles A. Barth

by letter dated April 18, 1978 (see Attachment II), he advised the
Atomic Safety Licensing Appeal Board (ASLAB), who then had jurisdiction
over the CP proceedings and the licensing, board of ELO's conclusion in
this matter and attached a copy of Cantrell's notes.

Barth was asked to comnent on the portion of Dance's testimony in which
Dance indicated he had no evidence of CPSL's inability to adequately
manage Shearon Harris (see Attachment III). Barth stated he believed
Dance's statement was proper in that Cantrell's notes only represented
opinion and Dance was more qualified to comment on CPSL's management
capabilities based on his experiences and the input of other cognizant
Region II inspectors. Barth stated that there was no NRC policy in
effect at the time of the October 4, 1977 hearing which required Dance
to present Cantrell's views to the ASLB. According to Barth, Dance was
obligated to present the Region II IE position, which he did, adding that
Brownlee and Dance were only on the stand for about five minutes.

Barth stated that one of the questions supplied in advance by the ASLB
concerned CPSL's past performance experience on Brunswick and Robinson
(see Attachment IV). Barth advised that this was the first time he had
seen such a question in his five and a half years working with licensing
proceedings. Based on this question, Barth said he discussed with

-Brownlee and Dance past CPSL items of noncompliance which could possibly
demonstrate a lack of management capability. Barth said nothing out of
the ordinary surfaced. He stated at no time prior to the hearing did
Brownlee or Dance mention Cantrell's position. Barth advised he thought
he reviewed Brownlee's and Dance's testimony a few days before the
hearing.

Barth said he and Cutchin telephoned Cantrell September I, 1978, to
determine if his position on this matter remained unchanged. According
to Barth, Cantrell still held to his position except now Cantrell felt
that all of the Brunswick personnel did meet the Technical Specification
qualifications. Barth added that during this conversation Cantrell
stated that it was the concensus view of the cognizant Region II inspectors
that CP8L did not pay close enough attention to the operation of the
Brunswick and Robinson units.

Barth stated he and Cutchin telephoned Brownlee and Dance on September 5, 1978.
According to Barth, the two supervisors believed the heart of the matter
was simply that Cantrell had a conflicting view (to theirs) with respect
to CPSL's management capabilities.

Attachments:
As stated
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Oescription of Case..

Shearon Harris tluctear Power Plant

In late September 1977, the CP hearing on the Shearon Harris
plant was resumed after a long delay because of deferral of
the company's construccicin'cnedules. The hearing board
decision was not rendered until January 23, 1978. As part
of the evidentiary hearing, Region Zi'seaf f =embers appeared
as witnesses on the subject of the qualifications of the ap-
plicant to engag in construction activities at the Harris
site while cont$nu'ng operation of its H. B. Robinson and
Brunswick 'plan t" .

During preparation of testimony for this nearing, an in-
spector assigned to one of che operating planes expressed
concern about the extent oE licensee management's commitment
and its capaoility co engage 'n the large nuclear program
involved by the addition of the Harris project. This insoector
provided examples of problems he Eelc were indicacive of h's
concerns.

The testimony sponsored in the hearing by chis inspeccor's
immediate supervisor included cication oE the problems
identified by the concerned inspector. However, the super-
visor's- conclusion, "hich was based on other evidence in
addition to the identified concerns, was cha- al".hough tne
company had had snm. problems, ic was competent to engage
iu construction acc'vities at Harris.

~ ~

\ ~ 1 ~, 1 g

The inspector invoLved conrirues to question t..e overa
compecence, or attitude, of the comp-ny,, ics co"=ic=enc
of manpower and ics Eioancial capabi.licy to engage in che

extensive program nn which it has embarked-
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HEHORANDUtl FOR: Edson G. Case, Acting Oilectnr
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Harold R. Denton, Director
~ Division of Site Safety 8 Environmental Analysis

SUBJECT: ADDITIONAL It!FORIIATION IN RESPONSE TO CONGRESStlAN
DINGELL'S LETTER OF JANUAR'( 18, 1978

On Harch 13, 1978 we sent you a memorandum which categorized the
material provided by OSO and other offices in respon t C

Din ell's let'
e ter of January 18, 1978. As a I'isult of subsequent

correspondence from Congressman Dingell, tlr. Gos"ick sent a further
memorandum to all office directors on Harch 13, 1978 to assure
that the original survey was adequate or supplemented as necessary.
The material received by tlRR from other offices i« r spons t
r. ossick s directive is attached, and organized into grou s

appropriate for each NRR Division.
neo gloups

FROH:

o ongressmanOn Harch 24, 1978, NRC staff members met with Hile 'I!a d f C

that NRR i ' 'n' staff. As a result of the meeting it is my understa
d''visionsshould now review the enclosed material, and tllat

transmitted on tlarch 13, to determine its relevancy to tlRR licensi«g
decisions so that appropriate boards can be notifi(:d as necessary.
Information contained in the material re(Jarding OSD decisions
concerning regulations, standards and guides should be returned to
OSD for further action or disposition. Simiial.ly information from
any other office regarding thyir line activities should be returned.

Enclosures:
As Stated

llarold R. Den'on, Director
Division of Site Safety and

Envil onll:~ nt,.l 1'«alysis

cc: R. tlinonue
R. Boyd I

R. Ilattson
V. Stello
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY CO:"s1i 1ISS) OM

VilASHINGTOH,D. C, 20555 ~

April 18, 1978

man Dr. John H. Buck
Atomic Safety arid Licensing

Appeal Board
sion U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Conmission

Mashington, D. G. 20555

Alan. S. Rosenthal, Esq., Chair
Atomic Safety and Licensing

Appeal Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis
Mashington,'. D. C. 20555

Michael C. Farrar, Esq.
Atomic Safety and Licensing

. Appeal Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

'Mashingtoq, D. C. 20555

~ - -'." '. --. "In the Hatter of
CAROLINA POllER AND LIGHT COHPANY

(Shearon Harris Hu'clear Power Plant, Units.l, 2, 3 and 4)
Docket Nos. 50-400, 50-401, 50-402, 50-403

Centi emen:

The Licensing Board, on January 23, 1975 and August 30, 1977,
requested that the NRC Staff provide it a report on the Applicant's
construction and operating experience; Two supervisory inspectors .

from the Atlanta Regional Office prepared testimony which r>as
introduced as evidence at the hearing held on October 4, 1977, at
which time the inspectors appeared and were questioned by the
Licensing Board (Tr . pp. 2074-2079) . It has come to our attention
that one of the inspectors at Applicant's Brunswick facility felt
that his views on the management capability of Applicant to staff

~ and operate the Harris facility had not adequately been presented'to the Licensing Board. >le are enclosing the appropriate pages
of the transcript, the testimony of the supervisory inspector s.
which was accepted. as evidence, and the original notes, dated
September 16, 1977, of the inspector who felt his views were not
adequately presented to the Licensing Board.

Me have reviewed both the testimony and inspector's notes, dated
.September 16, 1977, and discussed the matter with the inspector and
his supervisor. The testimony accepted as evidence adequately
reflected the factual content of the inspector 's notes. The in-
spector questions the overall competence of Applicant to operate
the Harris nuclear power plant. The Atlanta supervisory inspectors,
who have'a broader perspective, concluded that Applicant was

] p'3
Attachment II
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competent to construct and'operate the Harris facility. Our review
leads us to conclude that no factual matter was withheld from the
Licensing Board at the hearing. The supervisory inspectors con»
elusion that Applicant is competent to construct. and operate the
Harris facility is supported by the record. Me see no reason to take
the matter further than providing the foregoing information to the
Appeal Boar( and all parties.

Sincerely, 5 ~

l ~
o/ ~

~ g /, e J»
~ ~

Cr «» /
Charles A. Barth
Counsel'or HRC Staff

Enclosures .

As stated

cc w/enclosures:
Ivan M. Smith, Esq.
Hr. Glenn 0. Bright
Dr. J. V. Leeds, Jr.
Richard E. Bones, Esq.
Thomas Erwin, Esq.
Make County Public Library
George F. Trowbridge, Esq.
Hr. bessie C. Brake
Atomic Safety and Licensing

Appeal Board
.Atomic Safety and Licensing

Board Panel
Docketing and Service Section
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMiVlISSION

"%VASHI>VGTON, D. Co 20555

January 23, 1975

~ lw ~ t
We' so

$3A
George 'Z. Trowbridge, Esq.
Shaw, Pittman, Potts 0

Trowbridge
910 17th Street, N.W.
Washington,'.C. 20006

Thomas S. Erwin, Esq.
Conservation Council of North

Carolina Wake Environment, Inc.
115 West >~Iorgan Stxeet
Raleigh, Nor th Carolina 27602

Charles A. Barth, Esq. ~
Counsel for Regulatory Staff
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

In the Matter of Carolina Powex'hd Light Company
~ (Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1, 2, 3 and 4)

Docket Nos. 50-400, 50-401, 50-402 and 50-403

Gentlemen:

Without limitation on the Board's right and duty to inquire
into whatever other matters may come to its attention during
the forthcoming continuation of the CP evidentiary hearing,
the following are certain questions the Board mould li}-e the
parties to address at some point during the hearing:

1. To the Staff: What is the Staff's evaluation of
the mana ement capabilities of CPS:L which have
been observed during the construction and opera-
tion of CPE:L's other nuclear plants? How does
CPS:L compare with other licensees?

2. To the Staff and CPS:L: What particular experiences,
both good and bad, has CPE:L had with management
of nuclear plants? How have these experiences been
utilized to improve the management capabilities
of CPR L?

'3. To the Staff: Have sufficient additional personnel
been added to CPR:L to adequately manage the Harxis
plant? How does CP&L compare with other licensees?

„O~UT»ye
./.-
:.-nb . ggLJJ

'~:s-e>~

].P 8
C
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To CPK-.L: How does CPS:L ntonitor management
performance and correct deficiencies? How does
CPLL ensure that backup management is availableif key personnel leave or become incapacitatedfor an extended period or die? How does CPE:Ltrain its management?

'o

the Staff and to CPE:L: Are written procedures
available and personnel trained to follow these
procedures if a safety-related incident occurs?
71ho reviews these procedures? EIow. are the results
audited? How does CPK:L discover incipient problems
before the incipient problem becomes an incident?
Do employees who report incipient problems receive --.
rewards in some manner? How?

Sincerely,

c; /
Thomas Vf. Reilly, Esp., Chairman

For the Atomic Safety Rc Licensing Board

cc: Docketing and Service Section
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, O. C. 20555

607~8 87d

MEMORANDUM FOR: Fi 1 e

FROM: Milliam H. Foster, Inspector/Auditor
b'fficeof Inspector and Auditor

SUBJECT: SHEARON HARRIS MATTER

On October 17, 1978, I contacted by telephone Charles Barth, Attorney,
Office of Executive Legal Director. Barth advised that he provided the
Shearon Harris ASLB with copies of the tdstimony of Hugh Dance and
Virgil Brownlee in late September 1977, at least a week before Brownlee
and Dance testified orally on October 4, 1977. Barth stated he "assumed"

the Board read the written testimony prior to October 4, but did not have

any evidence to this effect.

Barth stated he was aware of cases where an ASLB did not read the
written testimony before a licensing hearing. Barth advised that there
were no written procedures requiring Board members to read written. testimony
before a hearing, adding that there should be.

Barth stated that prior to the Shearon Harris hearing he advised Brownlee
and Dance to "soft peddle" their testimony with respect to CPSL's

capabilities to operate Shearon Harris. He added he made this advisement
to Brownlee and Dance because it would be ridiculous to make detailed
projects on a utility's capabilities to operate a plant "6 years in the
future."



October 3, 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR: File

FROM:

SUBJECT:

William H..Foster, Inspector/Auditor
Office of Inspector and Auditor

SHEARON HARRIS MATTER

On October 3, 1978 I contacted by telephone Mr. Ivan Smith, Member, Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB). Mr. Smith chaired the ASLB that sat
for the Shearon Harris Construction Permit hearing. The purpose of the
call was to advise Smith that the General Counsel had ruled OIA could
interview the ASLB members without violating the ex parte rule.

Mr. Smith requested I read to him the General Counsel's determination,
which I did. Smith comnented regardless of what Kelley said he still san
ex parte problems, adding he was sure Dr. Leeds would be of the same
opinion. Consequently, Smith did not believe the ASLB members would
participate in the inquiry.

Smith then requested that I advise him of the scope of the proposed inter-
views. I did this, explaining to Smith the primary purpose of the inter-
view was to discuss, in detail, the ASLB's position on the seriousness
of the omission of Cantrell's views from the Region II testimony. With
respect to the omission, Smith stated he believed the Board's position
was clearly spelled out in their letter to the Commission. I advised
Mr. Smith OIA's position was the letter was not detailed enough and we

would need to interview the ASLB members to fulfill the Commission's order.
Smith stated is probably would need further convincing as to what benefit
talking to OIA would serve, adding this matter was far too serious to
have the adjudicatory process disrupted by a violation of the ex parte
rule.

Mr. Smith advised it would be totally inappropriate to discuss the Appeals
Board decision.

Mr. Smith advised that James Yore, Chairman, ASLB, had never directed the
individual board members on administrative matters, thus the determination
as to whether he, Dr . Leeds or Mr. Bright talked to OIA would probably
be theirs.

Mr. Smith stated he would discuss the matter with Bright and Leeds and
get back to me this afternoon.
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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, O. C, 20555

gF.P Z Z 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR: Fi1 e

FROM'illiam H. Foster, Auditor
Office of Inspector and Auditor

On Wednesday, September 27, 1978, I contacted Dr. J. Venn Leeds, Member,
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB) at Rice University (713-527-
8101, extension 3575).

I identified myself to Dr. Leeds, then asked him if he was aware of the .

substance of the September 5, 1978, Commission Order concerning the
matter of Carolina Power and Light (Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plants,

'nit1, 2, 3, and 4) and he replied affirmatively. In response to my
questions, Dr. Leeds also advised that he was aware of OIA's inquiry as
directed b'y the Commission. I then advised Dr. Leeds OIA would need to
discuss several matters with him in conjunction with the inquiry and

'ccordingly, wished to set up an appointment for an interview. = Dr. Leeds
stated he fully wished to cooperate, but did not believe he would talk
to OIA under the Ex Parte Rule.

I told Dr. Leeds I would seek a Commission determination with respect to
the Ex Parte Rule and advise him of such determination. Dr. Leeds
requested that Ivan Smith, Chairman, ASLB, make such an advisement since
the Carolina Power and Light matter was a very sensitive issue and he.
could not be sure of my identity.

I told Dr. Leeds I would have Mr. Smith contact him and requested Dr. Leeds
call me after such a contact was made. Dr. Leeds advised that he would
be in Washington, D. C. on October 12, 1978.



October 26, 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR: File

, FROM:

SUBJECT:

William H. Foster, Inspector/Audito
Office of Inspector and Auditor

SHEARON HARRIS MATTER

On October 24, 1978, I was contacted telephonically by Alan S. Rosenthal,
Chairman, Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Panel. Rosenthal advised
the Shearon Harris Appeals Board must decline to be interviewed on the
subject OIA had requested to discuss. He said the Board s position would
be confirmed by a forthcoming memorandum he was sending to 0. Gene Abston.
Rosenthal advised that it was the Board's position that such an interview
would have to touch on the remand 'issue the Board had appeal responsibility
for. He stated that he really didn't believe the interview would serve
any purpose, adding that if the Board had felt there was "any culpability
on the part of the staff we would have said so" in ALAB 490.

Rosenthal advised that he was pursuing through the General Counsel a
Coranission decision to suspend the OIA investigation until after the
remand issue is resolved.
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

OCT19 ]glB

MEMORANDUM FOR: Fi 1 e

FROM: David H. Gamble,
Investigator,'UBJECT:

SHEARON HARRIS MATTER

Alan Rosenthal, Chairman, ASLAP, and Chairman of the ASLAB in the Shearon
Harris matter, was contacted telephonically by David H. Gamble at 8:50 a.m.,
October 19, 1978, in order to obtain an interview appointment concerning
OIA's inquiry into the Shearon Harris matter.

Rosenthal responded by saying, "I don't know whether at .this point there
would be something to be said for deferring the interview of my members
until the obvious difference of opinion is resolved." Rosenthal said
that he had reviewed the transcript of OIA's interview of the Licensing
Board and he felt that our interview "...went far beyond what he felt
would be permissible bounds." Rosenthal said he spoke with the Chairman
yesterday who told him that Gene.Abston had complained to him (the Chairman)
that the Licensing Board was "obstructing" OIA's inquiry in the matter.
Rosenthal said he also understands that the Licensing Board is about to
level a complaint in this matter as well.

He said he felt that there was not much useful purpose in interviewing the
Appeal Board members until all the ground rules in this matter were
established. He did say, however, that he "...very much hoped to reach
an accommodation with OIA.

He said that before our intervi'ew of the Licensinq Board, he had called
James Kelley, Acting General Counsel, to request that he exercise his
good offices to get an accommodation between OIA and the Licensing Board.
He understands that, as a result, Kelley spoke with Abston and the interview
was subsequently arranged.

Rosenthal said he did not want to go through the "unpleasantness" that the
transcript indicates took place during our interview of the Licensing
Board. He said he was basic sympathy with the position taken by the
Licensing Board members and that it was obvious that their position was
not acceptable to OIA as evidenced by Abston's reasserting our position
to the Chairman.
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I explained to Rosenthal that OIA has not requested a Commission resolution ) ~ I

of this matter and that we are proceeding with our investigation and
accordingly would prefer to interview the Appeal Board members at this
time. Rosenthal said he still feels that the ground rules must be
settled before going through with any interview.

Rosenthal concluded by saying that he is speaking for the entire Board asits Chairman in saying that, unless OIA indicated to him that we
desired to pursue a different line of questioning than that of the inter-
view of the Licensing Board, he would not consent to an interview at this
time-absent direction to do so from the Commission.



REPORT OF INTERVIEW

Joseph M. Varela, Construction Consultant, P. 0. Box 7243, Santa Rosa,
California, was interviewed on November 2, 1978, by Roger A. Fortuna,
William Foster, and David Gamble, of the Office of Inspector and Auditor
(OIA), in Room 1200, Landow Building, Bethesda, Maryland. Mr. Varela
was advised of the nature of the interview, of applicable provisions of
the Privacy Act, and that the results of the inquiry would be made
public.

Varela had telephonically contacted the Office of Inspection and Enforce-
ment (IE) to relate that some of his inspection reports were changed
against his will while he was employed at the Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC), the predecessor agency to NRC. Varela thought that this might
be relevant to the NRC investigation of alleged omissions at the
Shearon Harris construction permit hearing. IE then referred Varela's
complaint to OIA and OIA requested Varela to come to Bethesda for this
interview.

Yarela stated the following:

Varela was the first construction inspector at both of Carolina Power
and Light Company's (CPSL's) nuclear power plants that were being built
during the time that he worked for AEC: Robinson and Brunswick. Varela
said that Ferris Bower was the principal inspector at these sites;
Varela's role was supportive of Bower in the construction area.

Varela related an incident that occurred in 1967 or 1968 at an exit
interview with CPSL officials at Brunswick. Bower started the exit
interview by stating to the large group of officials present that every-
thing they (the AEC inspectors) had observed at the plant was fine. At
this point Bower turned the meeting over to Varela who replied openly
that he did not know how to follow that "act" since it was terrible.
Varela told the group that he found (1) the batch plant was out of cali-
bration, (2) the foundation for the placement of concrete did not have
the proper compaction, and (3) the concrete did not meet specifications.
Varela asked two other individuals who were present to challenge him if
he was wrong on these points, but they agreed with him. These individuals
were Mylo Prisuta, head of guality Assurance at Brunswick, wor king for
Brown and Root Construction Company, and Joseph McSpaden, an engineer
with United Engineers. Varela understood that two other individuals
were later fired for allowing these problems to occur.

Varela stated the problem with this inspection was that after he wrote
the report outlining what happened, Bower - who as principal inspector



must approve any report - refused to accept what Varela wrote. The
report was eventually approved only after Varela took his case to
John Davis, who was then the Director of Region II, Division of
Compliance, AEC.

As a result of this incident, Varela said he had some qualms as to CP&L's
ability to construct nuclear power plants. He felt CP&L relied too
heavily on their top quality man - Harold Banks - who was not familiar
with heavy construction and did not make himself aware by mingling with
the contractor personnel to determine whether he could rely upon them.
In addition to their reliance on Banks, CP&L also delegated too much
control to their contractors: Brown and Root and United Engineers.
As a result management lacked awareness of what actually happened in
the field.

Varela said he had no other difficulties with alteration of any of the
few reports he did regarding CP&L. He also said he was never restricted
from reporting any other difficulties at CP&L in any way. Varela did
say, however, that after this incident with Bower, his supervisor-
Frank Long - took Varela off any projects at CP8L. Varela believed
that this action may have been a result of his finding problems there;
however, he said this was only a conclusion on his part. Varela advised
the above information and his resulting conclusions were drawn from the
1967-70 time frame. He added he did not know if the situations as
discussed still existed today.


